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Professor LeBel to Become 
Dean of Florida State 
By Sutton Snook 
On Jul, I of this year, Professor Paul 
LeBel will become the new Dean of the 
law school at Florida State Uni ersity. 
Although he is excited to make the tep up 
to Dean, Professor LeBel is saddened by 
hi departure from M-v . LeBel learned 
of the offer last Tuesday evening. 
D an Krattenmaker commented that 
"Profes or LeBel will make a magnifi-
cent Dean and we are ery proud that 
Florida State recognizes thi fact." 
Krattenmaker added that " we are irnpo -
erished b this 10 s but \ e are always 
proud to see a valuable colleague re-
warded for good work . Future genera-
tions of Torts students will miss him ." 
FI rida State began its initial search 
last FaJJ, and contacted Professor LeBel 
The In titute of Bill of Rights Law 
hosted their ann ual s mposium last Thurs-
day in the Uni ersity Center. This year ' s 
symposium addressed the right of homo-
exuals to serve in the U.S. Armed Forces, 
with particular emphasi gi en to the is-
ue a embodied in President Clinton's 
recently enacted " Don't sk, Don't Tell" 
policy. 
Chai Feldblum, an ssociate Profe -
sor of Law at Georgetown University 
Law Center and Director of the law 
school' Federal Legislation Clinic, gave 
the s) mpo ium' s opening address. From 
1988 to 19 1. Feldblum ser 'ed as legi la-
to interview. He had a preliminary inter-
view in January and flew to the school in 
February. He then met with the President 
and Provost during Spring Break, \-"hen 
the school was sold on him. The agre -
ment was fmalized on Tuesday and LeBel 
will leave this summer to take the reigns. 
LeBel is excited about the new oppor-
tunity. "The opportunities [at FSU] make 
the job attracti e," aid LeBel. He com-
mented that the major task WIll be to keep 
the momentum of the school going, as the 
school is only 31 years old and has made 
tremendous progress during that time. " I 
anticipate an even more impressi e fu -
ture," added LeBel. 
With uch a you ng school, the first 
graduating class is only in its 50 ' s, and 
See LEBEL on 3 
ti e counsel for the ACLU AIDS Project 
and Lesbian and Ga Rights Project. 
Additionally, in 1993 , she served, on a 
consultant basis. as lega l director for the 
Campaign for Military Service. 
Currentl, , Feldblum acts as legal con-
sultant to the Human Rights Campaign, 
the country's largest ga, political group. 
Feldblum brought particular expertise on 
the issue of gays in the militar as she 
submitted briefs on beha lf of the Human 
Rights Campaign and other- civil rights 
groups in Romer v. Evans and in variou 
cases challenging the military gay ban. 
Following Feldblum's remarks. four 
Professor Paul LeBel will leave Marshall-Wythe to become Dean of 
Florida State School of Law on July 1. LeBel taught at M-W for 
fifteen years. 
- SIal' photo 
A(\(\resses Military Policy 
first ear students presented a moot court 
exercise in which the "Don 't Ask. Don't 
TelI" polic fell under challenge before 
the United State Supreme Court. The 
case presented involved Major Kerry 
Weaver, who was dismissed from th e 
United States Army pursuant to Depart-
mentofDefense Regul ation §654 eDon' t 
Ask, Don 't Tel\" policy) after she re-
ealed to her command ing officer that she 
was a lesbian. The Army Revie\\ Board 
detennined that Weaver fa il ed to rebut 
the presumption created by her statement 
that she had engaged in or has th propen-
sity to engage in homosex ual conduct. 
Weaver appealed the Army's decision to 
discharge heron three constitutional bases. 
Petitioners argued that the pol icy violated 
Weaver's First mendment right to fi'ee 
speech because she was punished only 
See SYNfPOSIUM on 3 
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Marcus Delivers Inaugural Tucker Lecture 
- staff photo 
Professor Paul Marcus delivered the inaugural Tucker lecture 
on February 27. . larcus is currently sen'ing as Interim 
Director for the Institute of the Bill of Rights. 
By Paul Walker 
Webster ' s defines de} 11'11 as 
"a feeling that one has been in a 
place or had a specific experi-
ence before." For an one who 
bad taken Professor Paul Marcus 
for Criminal Law. that feeling 
predominated their thoughts as 
he deli ered the inaugural St. 
George Tucker Lecture on Thurs-
day. February _7. As a compre-
hensi e review of the law of 
entrapment, Marcus' lecture was 
concise, to tbe poinL and entirel, 
reminiscent of his Criminal Law 
cla s. 
Always entertaining, Marcus' 
lecture went beyond his class 
lectures in some very impol1ant 
respects. ignificantly. Marcus 
ga 'e '!. very detai led treatment of 
the state of the la.v following the 
Supreme Court's deci ion in 
Jacobson 1'. Uni ted States. 
Marcu emphasized that al-
though Jacobson did not change 
the federal law of entrapment in 
an respect. the Court stated the 
law in a much clearer fashion. 
Because of this. according to 
Marcus. entrapment is being used 
much more successfully as a de-
fense, especially in cases involv-
ing long-term sting operations 
where the targets had no previ-
ous criminal records. 
s Marcus put it. Jacobson 
means that iflhere is "any doubt 
about a defendant 's predisposi-
tion, it is entrapment as a malleI' 
of law - ase dismissed ." 
To help demonstrate the 
newfound resurgence of entrap-
ment as a defense, Professor 
Marcus used fact patterns from a 
num ber of recent court decisions 
and in vo lved the audience in 
guessing how the cases came out. 
lt wasn't just students who got 
caught in Marcus ' snare either 
- Professor Dickerson must 
ha e had a flashback to law 
school when put on the hotspot 
See MARCUS on 4 
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From the 
Monday, March 3 1, 1997 THE AMICUS CURIAE 
Editor's Desk • • • 
Recently, much attention has 
been paid to the USNews and 
World Report ranking of the law 
school. While the rank cannot be 
discounted because of its signifi-
cance to potential applicants to 
the law school and to potential 
employers looking for a general 
gauge of current law students, it 
can be explained. 
First, the mistake in our rank 
certainly casts light on the publi-
cation who prints it every year. 
First we were 36th, then we were 
32. U S Ne ws uses the annual 
rankings issue as a significant 
mane maker; they sell far more 
issues of the rankings than most 
of their other issues. Forthem to 
make such an egregious mistake 
shows that their priority lies in 
their profit margin rather than in 
accurac)' . If they are to continue 
to be a reputable gauge of law 
schools. they must work on their 
mathematics. Ironically, M- W 
would benefit if U S News con-
tinued its current pattern of inac-
curacy and misinformation as 
such a trend would deprive that 
publication of all credibility. 
Second , even when the 
rankings have been tabulated, 
how accurate are they? Not very . 
We suffer because we are a pub-
lic school. Even more telling, we 
suffer because the College and 
1m" school adm in istrations strive 
to keep tuition down. We suffer 
for the same reason that many 
students choose to come here-
it is the best legal education for 
the lowest price. The Dean has 
stated that there is a simple solu-
tipn to this: increase tuition by 
$10,000 and increase class size 
to 650. It is important to note 
that this is precisely what UV A 
did , and their rank rose. If this is 
the price of a higher rank, then I 
will do without. 
In other words, we suffer be-
cause we lack the funds avail-
able to private, larger schools. 
This is for several reasons. First, 
we lack the alumni base ofiarger 
schools to develop a large en-
dowment fund . Second, we must 
battle the state legislature every 
year for our base funding . When 
the state is looking for ways to 
lower the state budget, they seem 
to look at education first. Fi-
nally, with a small student body, 
and many of us on in-state tu-
ition, the school does not make 
much revenue from tuition alone. 
Th ird, reputation is one of the 
most impol1ant factors in the cal-
culationofaschool'srank. Here 
our size harms us. With so few 
students, and so few' alumni, we 
are not as vi sible in the legal 
community as other schools . 
Whi le many in the profession 
may know of William and Mary, 
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they may not have come into 
contact with anyone from our 
school, and thus have no basis 
for a reputation . 
Fourth, there are so many 
other factors that are important 
in choosing a school or choosing 
a future employee, that the rank 
at best can be an approximation 
of a school's caliber. 
I chose M-W because it is a 
small town, it is close to Wash-
ington, D.C., and ithasafriendly 
and safe commun ity. Others have 
chosen M-W because it is close 
to home and family, friends are 
located nearby the specific pro-
grams offered here, and the stu-
dents here. None of these are 
importantto U S ews. Granted, 
their categories such as school 
facilities and library facilities are 
important in an assessment of a 
school , the most important cat-
egories cannot be quantified and 
thus are ignored. 
Other factors with U S News 
completely-. ignores are the ac-
cessibility and personability of 
the deans in the Office of Career 
Planning and placement. Not 
many law schools can boast that 
a student may quickly and easily 
make an appointment for how-
ever long is necessary. Not many 
schools can boast that the deans 
drop you a note in you hanging 
file if a career opportunity arises 
in which you may be interested. 
In addition, not many schools 
can even claim that the profes-
sors know all the students by 
name, andthat there are ample 
opportunities to work for profes-
sors or in an extern ship. 
USNews doesn ' t even take 
into consideration the security 
and safety of a law school. While 
M-W did have a problem with 
several stolen laptop computers 
last year, the school quickly re-
sponded and not only installed a 
new security system, but in-
creased patrols throughout the 
library . When it rains, we can, 
and do, safely leave our umbrel-
las at the door of the building. 
We can leave our coats hanging 
in the hall , even overnight. We 
can leave our bags in the lounge . 
All without fear that someone 
will steal them and violate our 
sense of community. At other 
higher ranked schools, students 
cannot even leave their books in 
their carrels without a threat of 
theft. 
Unfortunately, we cannot ig-
nore the rank. Out of all publica-
tions that rank law schools , 
U S News and rtf arid Report has 
the largest circulation, and sits 
on the front of newsstands across 
the country. Both prospective 
applicants and prospective em-
plo ers undoubtedl will see it. 
----------. Letters 
Law Review Write- week between the end of fma\s 
on Competition and graduation. 
Those attributing the current 
Clarified . controversy over SBA funding 
Dear Editor: 
After reading today's Am-
icus [March 3 issue] , it is clear 
that there is a great deal -of 
misinformation circulating 
about the Law RerieH" write-on 
competItIon . Since its incep-
tion in 1990, the write-on com-
petition traditionally has been 
held in the week following the 
last first -year spring final 
exam. 
In the spring of 1994, tradi-
tion was broken and the write-
on competition for the 
now-graduated class of 1996 was 
held during Spring Break. The 
move was made on an experi-
mental basis in an attel)1.pt to 
expedite membership selec-
. fion process and to lighten the 
summer work load of Editorial 
Board members. Among I L 
students, however, ilie deci-
sion to hold the writing com-
petition during spring break 
was understandably unpopu-
lar,. and after one year the ex-
periment was abaridoned . 
Write-on week returned to its 
traditional time- frame, the 
of Beach Week to a decision by 
the Law Review to move the date 
of the write-on competition are 
in error. The competition has not 
been moved and in the past Beach 
Week was funded without refer-
ence to the Law Review write-on 
competition . 
Sincerely, 







In your recent editorial ad-
dressing the 1997- 1998 SBA 
budget, you indicated that the 
Environmental Law Societ) 
was an academically oriented 
student organization that 
"studies environmental issues 
in the law." In the conteX1 of 
your editorial, I am concerned 
that this description may mis-
lead students and cause prob-
In addition, while they will surely 
read the original rankings story, 
with the article boldly advertised 
on the cover, they may not see 
the correction, where M-W rose 
four places. This drop in itself is 
not numerically si~ificant, but 
if the student or employer tracks 
law schools ranks over a course 
01" years, a sudden drop must 
raise questions. 
What is the solution? We can 
continue to explain the rank to 
everyone who asks, but unfortu-
nately there are many more who 
don ' t ask, and just pass judg~ 
ment without a word. We really 
have no choice but to play the 
numbers game. I don't think 
many in the law school will ar-
gue for increased tuition and 
number of students. Dean 
Krattenmaker has begun another 
so lution - privately raise money 
to expand both the law school 
facilities and the library. 
The rest is up to us. It is the 
studenfsjob to sell the school to 
the outside world. We have be-
gun to do so through the success 
of the Moot Court team and a-
tional Trial team. Most impor-
tant, we must remember that 
when we graduate from the 
school, we continue to represent 
it every time we step into a court-
room or walk into a conference 
and it continues to represent us. 
lems for future funding of the 
Environmental Law Society. 
The Environmental Law 
Society ' s goal is to increase 
awareness of the practice of en-
vironmental law to encourage 
en ironmental public service, 
and to provide recreational op-
portunities. Our activities this 
year have included co-sponsor-
ing the "Wine and Cheese So-
cial,' raising funds to purchase 
and retire a sulfur-dioxide per-
mit, participating in a local 
"Adopt-a-Highway" cleanup, 
and organizing and co-sponsor-
ing the "Careers in Environmen-
tal Law Program." We are 
currently coordinating an endan-
gered species program for . the 
LSIC Children s Fair and plan-
ning our second annual "Beach 
Cleanup' for AprilS. Ouractivi-
ties generally are open to all in-
terested studentS and are not for 
i academic credit. 
I hope this information will 
clear up an confusion that 
may have resulted from the 





Environmental . Law Society 
Monday, March 31, 1997 THE A.MlcUS CURLA.E 
From the President's Desk. 
• 
As the end ofthe semester approaches 
and we .bead towards finals , there are a 
few things of which I would like to inform 
you. First, Admissions Weekend for new 
admitted students is April 11 - 13. There 
will be a Bar Review at Greenleafe on 
Friday night, April 1 1. On Saturday, 
April L , there will be an organizational 
fair in the law school lobby. Any student 
organizations wanting table space need to 
inform the SBA Admissions Committee 
or me b, Wednesday, April 2, so that ,\Ie 
can reserve space for you. All student 
organizations are en ouraged to attend. 
Also, please olunteer to help give tours, 
to attend the Q & A sessions, andIor to 
host a prospective student for the night. 
Second I , the Student Assembly has 
oted to approve the budget as proposed. 
ate schools for voting together as a bloc. 
The budget, although increasing funding 
for tht:. SBA and most other student orga-
nizations, actually called for a decrease in 
Moot Court and ational Trial team. The 
SBA is looking into working with these 
two groups and with the administration to 
help develop other avenues of funding. 
The next SBAmeeting will betodayat 
4 p.m. in room 239 and, as always, e ery-
one is welcome to attend. There is a new 
policy, however, to facilitate planning/ 
oordination of meetings: If you r group 
would like time to make a presentation to 
the Executi e Board (i.e., beg for money) 
you must submit a written request to me 
by the Thursday before the meeting you 
wish to attend. I am onl implementing 
this policy to avoid ha ing lengthy, unor-
gan ized meetings. 
3 
This means that the undergraduate pro-
posal to increase our student activities 
fees $1 ° per student in order to create a 
"concert fund" was defeated at the last SA 
meeting. Thanks to all of the other gradu-
Thank you for your time, 
Frank T. Sabia 
SBA President 
Barrister ' s Ball plans are already underway. While Kyle Jones' offer to ' ll!£fphoIO 
hold the ball in his backyard (above) was greatly appreciated, the SBA 
is looking into other sites. 
LeBel Appointed Dean of Florida State Law School 
LEBEL [rom I 
just entering the enior partner 
age. LeBel commented that the 
alumni are very loyal to the 
school and have contributed to 
the success ofthe school. LeBel 
expects to continue the close re-
lationship the scbool bas with its 
alumni. and hO\le'1> to furfuer the 
goals of the school with their 
help. 
Florida State Law School has 
a student population of633 with 
an entering class goal 0[200, and 
LeBel expects to maintain that 
number. The College President 
and Provost support him in that 
position. There are 34 tenure 
track professors to support the 
education of the students. 
LeBel stated that the profes-
sors are very good and "better 
than their reputation." He added 
that <'1>e\\mi' the '1>choo\ to the 
academic community will not be 
hard as the faculty is solidly ac-
complisbed. 
The school also has a similar 
program to M-W' s Legal Skills 
Program. The program, along 
with the M-W Legal Skills Pro-
gram, remain models for law 
schools across the country. LeBel 
also added that Florida State runs 
an excellent Legal Clinic. 
LeBel plans to continue to 
teach, although he will not do so 
this Fall in order to make the 
tran'1>\t\on . "There wi.\\ b e a \ot of 
travel involved in the Fall, so I 
will not teach Torts the first year," 
commented LeBel. He will, how-
ever, teach Products Liability in 
the Spring, and Torts next Fall. 
LeBel served fifteen years at 
William and Mary and teaches 
Torts, Products Liability, Law 
and Literature, and a Torts Semi-
nar. He has also served on the 
Faculty Hiring Committee for 
much of this time, and has been 
its Chair for half of his tenure. 
Professor Paul Marcus com-
-mented that LeBe\ w i.\\ do a fIDe 
job at Florida State. "For us it is 
a big loss, ... but we wish him 
well." Marcus added that LeBel 
has been invaluable for his work 
on committees and academic 
achievement. 
Known to many second-year 
law students as the "Dad of the 
class," LeBel left an indelible 
mark upon the students as he 
taught first semester Torts. "We 
would always come to class ex-
pecting a smile on his face and 
energy in his lecture, and he never 
let U'1> down," sai.d one student. 
When asked what the most 
exciting thing about the new job 
is, LeBel replied, "the chance to 
make a difference." 
Trust us, Professor! you al-
ready have. 
"Don't Ask, Don't Tell" Argued Before M,.W Court 
SYMPOSIUM [ram 
after stating that she was ~ homosexual. 
As respondent, the Government contested 
the First Amendment claim by relying on 
a speech-conduct dist inction in which the 
policy regulates only homosexual con-
duct with no restriction on speech. Two 
Justices sided with the petitioner, two 
with respondent on this claim. 
Weaver also made an equal protection 
claim, under both the Fifth and Four-
teenth Amendments, alleging that the 
policy impermissibly distinguishes be-
tween homosexuals and heterosexuals, 
regulating only the former, and that the 
government applies the po:licy unequally 
among homosexuals, targeting only those 
who speak out. The Government re-
sponded to this claim by arguing tha.t the 
policy applies equally - to all members 
of the military. 
Finally, petitioner alleged that the 
Army's dismissal of her violated her right 
to due process of law because the pre-
sumption that her statement revealing her 
homosexuality offered proof of her ho-
mosexual conduct was irrefutable in prac-
tice. In response, the Government claimed 
that the presumption could be rebutted 
and that the policy itself offers guidance 
on how to rebut the presumption that 
speech equates to conduct effectively. 
Further, the respondent argued, height-
ened deference should be given by the 
Court to the military in examining the 
constitutionality ofthe "Don ' tAsk, Don ' t 
Tell" policy. 
After tortured deliberations, the Court 
narrowly affirmed the constitutionality of 
the policy, 3-2. 
The petitio~er's case was argued by 
David W. Lannetti and Allan Palacio while 
Marte Barnacle and Kevin O 'Neill pre-
sented the government's position. Alter-
nates who assisted the advocates in the 
preparation of the case were Deanna 
Griffith and Kevin T. Streit for the peti-
tioner; Kellam T. Parks and Michael 
Pascual for the respondents. Presiding 
over the case were Chief Justice Alan 
Meese; Justice Judy Ledbetter; Justice 
Michael Grable (3L); Justice Joseph Kiefer 
(2L); and Justice Colleen Kotyk (2L). 
Following the moot court presenta-
tion, Feldblum joined with four distin-
guished commentators in a panel 
discussion regarding the constitutionality 
of the Don't Ask, Don't Tell policy. 
Feldblum argued against the military's 
regulation while William Allen Woodruff, 
professor of law at Campbell University, 
presented the military's case for main-
taining the policy. Woodruff served as 
chief of the litigation division , Officer of 
The Judge Advocate General from 1991-
See PANEL on 7 
ILs Allan Palacio, David Lanetti, Marte. Barnacle, and Kevin O'Neill partici-
pated in a moot court argument on the "Don't Ask, Don't Tell" policy. 
News Briefs 
SBA Na mes New Committee Chairs 
The SBA has confirmed new Chairs for comm ittees for the next academic year. 
Congratu lations to: Melinda Hough (2L) and Meegan Burbank (1 L), Admissions; 
Ann Haselbauer (lL), Constitution and Bylaws; Cristen Sikes ( lL), Computer; Ken 
Cough lin (2L), Executive; Kyle Jones (2L), Facl!lt), Hiring; Yama Shansab (2L), 
Fundraising; Robin Dusek (2L) and Dave Copas (2L), Graduation; Douglas Dziak 
(I L), Legacy; Timika Adams ( I L), Minority Recruitment; Chris Noland (2L), Place-
ment; Nadia Kahn ( I L), Publicity; Danielle Berr (2L), Social ; Joanna Carson (1 L), 
Speakers; and Thomas Keams (lL), Student Services. 
Newkirk Elected New Editor-in-Chief of Joumol of Women and the Law 
Krista Newkirk (2L) was elected the new Editor-in-Chief ofthe Journal of Women 
and the Law last Tuesday. Newkirk replaces Katherine Chen. Newkirk will be busy; 
she will publish one issue of the journal and next year as well as maintaining her duties 
as Secretary of the SBA. 
Bill of Rights Joumal Selects New Board 
Congratulations to Melinda Hough (2L), the new Editor-in-Chief of the Bill of 
Rights Journal. Other Board members are Paul Davis (2L), Managing Editor; Janet 
Benson (I L), David Carney ( I L), Shelley R. Goad (2L), Angela Jenkins (2L), Melinda 
Kaufman (2L), and Amy Webbink (2L), Articles Editors; Colleen Kotyk (2L), Student 
Note Editor; Christopher Thanner (2L), Research Editor; and Amy Dilworth (2L), 
Symposium Editor. 
THE AMICUS CURIAE 
Monday, March 31 1997 
C hancellor Thatcher to Speak at Commencement 
4 
Lady Margaret Thatcher, Chancellor of the College will speak at Commencement 
Exercises;his year on Sunday, May II. Former Prime Minister of Great Britain, 
Thatcher was awarded the Order of Merit by Queen Elizabeth in 1990, and became a 
member of the House of Lords in 1992, holding the title of Baroness. 
Snook Re-Appointed Editor of the Amiclis Curiae 
Last Tuesday, Sutton Snook (2L) was re-elected Editor-in-Chief of the Amicus by 
the Publications Council. Snook becomes the first Amicus Editor to hold the position 
for two consecutive years . 
Speech on Lawyering in the Public Interest to Be Held 
Mary K. Pendergast, Deputy Commissioner at the United States Food and Drug 
Administration, and David Vladeck, with the Public Citizen L.itigation Group, will 
speak on April 3 concerning the "Challenges of Lawyering in the Public Interest: A 
Litigator's Perspective and a Regulator's Perspective." The speech will be held at 3 :00 
p.m. in Room 119. 
Punitive Damages Speech to be Held 
At 3:00 p.m. today in the Moot Courtroom Mitchell Polinsky, the Josephine Scott 
Crocker Professor of Law and Economics at Stanford law School, will speak on 
"Punitive Damages - An Economic Analysis. All are welcome and encoaraged to 
attend this timely lecture. 
Professor M arc us Speaks on Entraptnent 
MARCUS fTOm 1 
for one of Marcus' hypotheticals . In a 
different hypothetical, it was no surprise 
that when a conservative response was 
called for that Professor Meese ' s hand 
would tentatively rise above the crowd 
(ok, so nothing Professor Meese does is 
tentative, especially when it comes to 
defending JudgeEasterbrook) . 
Professor Marcus emphasized that the 
cases which are successful now probably 
would have lost before Jacobson . He 
stressed that even though there is no re-
quirement to show individualized prob-
able cause, the lesson of Jacobson is that 
the government had better be prepared to 
show the defendant's predisposition with 
·more than the fact that the money was 
taken when offered. Or, as Professor 
Meese spun it, "The government's being 
penalized for being too efficient." 
ticle "Presenting, Back From the [Al-
most] Dead, the Entrapment Defense," 
published in 47 Florida Law Review 205 
(1995). The St. George Tucker Lecture is 
delivered annually to recognize the schol-
arlyachievements ofaseniorfaculty mem-
ber of the W&M Law School. Professor 
Marcus was the most recent recipi~nt of 
the Wa\ter L. Wi\\iarns leaching Award 
presented by the Class of 1996. 
and J.D. from UCLA. Marcus served 
as the Articles Editor for the UCLA Law 
Review. He then clerked for the United 
States Court of Appeals in the District 
of Columbia. He has also practiced law 
in Los Angeles, taught at the Univer-
sity of Illinois College of Law, and, 
from 1983 to 1988 he was Dean of the 
University of i\.riz.ona Schoo\ of Law . 
Marcus joined the William and Mary 
faculty in 1992. Marcus ' lecture was based on his ar- Professor Marcus received his A.B. 
Dean K Briefs Student Leaders on- State of Law School 
By Danielle Berry 
Dean Krattenmaker con-
ducted the first Student Leader-
sh ip Conference las·t Thursday 
in order to provide a forull1 in 
\,·h ich the adm inistration could 
discuss current and planned de-
ve lopments in the law school with 
incoming student organization 
leaders. After a screen ing of the 
ne\\·ly produced video - star-
ring people we actually know 
and can make fun of - shldents 
received updated information on 
a variety of topics ranging from 
the school's World Wide Web 
site to the proposed expansion of 
the law school via the add ition of 
the North Wing. 
Grand Poo-bah of the Web, 
Dean Lizabeth Jackson, demon-
strated the current capabili ties of 
the law school 's web site while 
encouraging students to become 
involved in its expansion. The 
World Wide Web Committee has 
Large Microbrewery 
Selection 
11 Pool Tables 
Damn Good Food!!! 
begun working· with the SBA 
Computer Committee in order to 
develop a policy by which all 
student organizations may have 
access to the Web and to assist 
these groups in creating and 
launching their own pages. Jack-
son emphasized the importance 
of student feedback in produc-
ing a site which will benefit cur-
rent members of the communit)' 
as well as providing information 
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Dean Krattenmaker devoted 
a major portion of the confer-
ence to changes which will occur 
both in the people and faci li ty of 
the law school in the coming 
months . In addition to a new 
class offirst years, the law school 
will welcome six new members 
of the faculty .• ' Professor 
Urbanya, who specializes in Civil 
Rights Law. arrivesatM-W from 
Georgia State. Urbanya is sched-
uled to teach Federal Courts. 
Constitutional Law, and Civil 
Rights. Professor Ward, a lead-
.ing jurisprude in feminist law, 
also joins the faculty full-time in 
order tq teach Property and Ju-
risprudence. Both Urbanya and 
Ward have visited the school in 
recent years Urbanya in 1993-
94 and Ward during the Fall of 
1996. M-Walso welcomes three 
visiting facu lty members: Pro-
fessor Blaustone of New York 
See CONFERE CE on 13 
Mon, Pri 5,7 pm 
"Pood and Beverage" 
Specials 
(and you know what we mean) 
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THEATER OF THE ABSURD 
Chris Ambrosio 
Not to beat a dead horse or 
mix some old adages, but truth 
is stranger than fiction. How 
so? Let me explain . 
People often seek to escape 
the " normal" or " mundane" life 
through such acti ities as view-
ing surrealist films or taking a 
walk through a modern art mu-
seum. (A lthough I would ar-
gue that modern "art" is all a 
big scam to lure wealthy but 
moronic investors into shell-
ing out tons of money for, say, 
a couple of Shop-Vacs stacked 
on top of each other or a few 
basketballs floating in a fish 
tank, which works of "art" are 
stamped with the imprimatur 
ofthe modern art elite because 
they were assembled by some 
guy with a weird name like 
" Basquiat , , but that's a topic 
for another time .) 
Escape from the real world 
can, ironically, be achieved by 
contemplating events that oc-
cur every day i.n the rea\ world . 
Just ask anyone who leaves the 
rational realm and enters a con-
voluted alternative universe by 
stepping into tbe Trusts and 
Estates portal every Monday, 
Tuesday, and Thursday morn-
ing. I ' m pretty sure that many 
of Timothy Leary 's acid trips 
made more sense than the 
wacky world of T & E . 
If yo u ' re having trouble 
finding an entree to the theater 
of the absurd , I offer the fo l-
lowing ruminations , many of 
which are based on today 's 
headlines . Or this year ' s head-
lines, anyway. Okay, in some 
cases , no headlines at all. 
Howe About That ? Sure, 
George Foreman came back 
and won the heavyweigh t title 
when he was fo rty-five- years 
old. Sure, George Burns be-
gan an entirely new film career 
at age eighty with the Oh, God' 
and Oh, God! You Devil mov-
ies . Sure, the St. Louis Cardi-
nals currently have Dennis 
Eckersley, Rick Honeycutt, and 
Willie McGhee on their roster, 
three players who are each 
older than the entire cast of 
Cocoon put together. But does 
that give Gordie Howe, the 
world's greatest hockey player 
before Wayne Gretzky, a Ji-
cense to lace ' em up again at 
age sixty-nine? 
Believe it or not , Gordie 
Howe-yes, that Gordie Howe 
- is planning on making a 
comeback by playing for a mi-
nor league hockey team in 
Sy racuse, New York. (In case 
yo u didn ' t know , Gordie 
Howe's son retired a couple of 
years ago because of old age. ) 
Perhaps Gordie thought he 
was sign ing up for an 
air hockey league at his retire-
ment home. Whatever the rea-
son, someone should remind 
Howe that hockey is one of the 
most grue ling and iolent 
games on earth, and that play-
ers in their twenties have a hard 
enough t ime keeping all their 
bones and joints intact. 
Assum ing he goes through 
with this stunt, Howe will be 
play ing fo r a team called th e 
Sy racuse Crunch. I ' d say 
crunch is an appropriate de-
scription . .. of what his bones 
will do the minute he's checked 
into the boards by some oafish 
defenseinan with a name like 
U\t Rassmussen . 
This Just In ... The Sun is 
Hot. Recently, the Liggett Cor-
poration, the smallest of the 
Nation ' s five major tobacco 
companies, admitted that ciga-
rettes are , in fact , addictive. 
(This admission, among oth-
ers , a rose out of Liggett 's 
settlement of mUltipl e class 
act ion laws uits that had been 
filed against it and the other 
tobacco fir ms.) 
Whoa - slow down there. 
Let's go over this carefully. 
You mean to tell me that ciga-
rettes are . .. addictive? And 
that the tobacco companies, or 
at least Liggett, knew this? I ' m 
absolutely stunned. I mean, 
I ' ve noticed how incredibly 
easy it is for people to quit 
smoking on their own terms, 
and how there don't seem to be 
any withdrawal symptoms as-
sociated with quitting. 
Of course, I just assumed 
that cigarettes weren ' t addic-
tive. Jeez, I 'm going to have to 
reorder my consciousness now 
in light of this earth-shattering 
revelation. 
You know, I've heard that 
people are going to be equally 
shocked by Godiva's forthcom-
ing admission that chocolate 
is, in fact, "very tasty ." Same 
thing with General Dynamics ' 
revelation that fissionable plu-
tonium is, in fact , "somewhat 
dangerous . " 
Remember, "The X-Files " 
Is Only a Television Show. 
What's up with Pierre Salinger? 
I mean, has this guy gone off 
the deep end, or what? He 
claims to have e idence that 
theU .S.Na yshotdownTWA 
flight 800 off the coast of Long 
Island last summer and has 
engaged in a sophisticated 
cover-up ever since. And this 
is only one of his conspiracy 
theories, which he relays from 
France or some random coun-
try every once in a whi le . 
ow, no one should be sur-
prised when some oddball char-
acter shows up on TV with a 
cockamam ie story to tell. That 
happens a ll the time. But, lest 
we forget , Pierre Salinger was 
John F. Kennedy ' s press secre-
tary (I think) and later a corre-
spondent for ABC news, for 
cryin' out loud! 
What ' s next? Marlon 
F\tzwater \eadi.ng the charge to 
uncover government UFO con-
spiracies? Cokie Roberts try-
ing to convince us thatthe U.N. 
is taking over the world and 
spying on us in unmarked black 
helicopters? 
Take Me to Your Leader. 
What's going on in North Ko-
rea? Is an yone actually in 
charge of this country? Ac-
cording to various news reports 
over the past se eral months, it 
would appear that all of this 
nation's leaders are either crazy 
or dead. We ' re always hearing 
about some guy with a name 
like I ' m Yung And III who is 
forty years old but behaves like 
he's seventeen , or some such 
weirdness . 
Given that this country is 
on the ve rge of developing 
nuclear capability, I'm sure the 
primary question on everyone ' s 
mind is this: Will Hyundai pro-
duction be affected? Those 
new Elantras look like they 
could really haul ass, and we 
wouldn ' t want anything to get 
fouled up . 
A Few Groceries Shy of a Full 
Cart. There is a supermarket 
that I patronize (against my 
will) which could itself serve 
as a living, breathing theater of 
the absurd. I won't reveal the 
name of this grocery store, ex-
cept to say that it rhymes with 
" Harm Tesh." 
Actually, Harm Tesh is an 
appropriate name because my 
mental health is harmed every 
time I go in there, much like it 
would be if I were forced to 
listen to several hours ' worth 
of John Tesh gymnastics cov-
erage. Anyway, the ostensible 
purpose of this establishment 
is to se ll groceries , but _ ou' d 
never know it by " shopping" 
there . 
At first glance, it appears 
that the sole reason they built 
the place is to give the employ-
ees an opportun ity to exchange 
all sorts of gossip and small 
talk with each other, and to 
complain about the jobs that 
they aren't doing . The actual 
customers, whom we might call 
" buyers" in Article 2 parlance, 
are irrelevant. It is only by 
happenstance that any products 
get sold in between employee 
conversations and bitch ses-
sions. 
The problem isn't. li.mited 
to the employees' loquacious-
ness . It also involves employee 
incompetence in operating ba-
sic equipment, such as a cash 
register, which a lways seems 
to be broken in the exact line 
that I choose to stand in at the 
exact tiine that I choose to stand 
in it. 
The entire check-out sys-
tem sucks, too , which doesn't 
he lp . On some occas ions , I've 
glanced around the store and 
seen check-out lin es as long as 
Oscar acceptance speeches and 
employees " hustling" in such a 
manner as to create a life-size 
mock up of molecular motion 
at temperatures approaching 
absolute zero. 
In short, I notice that com-
merce has, in fact , come to a 
grinding halt. " Economies of 
scale! " and "market failure!" I 
shout to myself. I should shout 
these phrases to the manager, 
but he's too busy dicking 
around at that podium thing to 
do anything about it. 
All it would take from him 
is a simple " Hey, Esther -
open line five!" but it never 
happens. Perhaps the manager 
is afraid that the scenario might 
actually evolve into something 
resembling an actual grocery 
store. 
Sometimes, to amuse my-
self, I playa game I invented 
called "Check-out Line Rou-
lette. " 
Basically, the object is to 
guess which of the following 
snafus will cause an intermi-
nable delay in the check-out 
process : ( I ) a broken or 
jammed register tape; (2) a 
" price check" wh ich takes so 
.long you'd think the employ-
ees were calculating the GNPs 
of all the NA TO countr ies, all 
caused by the failure of one or 
more of th e items to have a 
[blankety-blank] price on it ; 
(3) some kind of overchargi ng 
or improper discount given on 
an item, which ne ve r involves 
more than thirty-five cents but 
which always requires the as -
sistance of fourteen managers 
with special keys to reset the 
register; (4) a problem va li -
dating a customer 's check ; or 
(5) difficulty accepting a 
customer's credit card or ATM 
card, wh ich seems to arise only 
after it is too late to pay with 
cash and which causes the ma-
chine to go haywire like the 
computer in Tron after the main 
characters get "inside" the cir-
cuitry. 
If you guess the snafu cor-
rectl y, you can treat yourse lf to 
the guilty pleasure of reading 
the "JonBen et's Mother Re-
veals Who Killer Is" story in 
the Star or Examiner. If yo u're 
lucky enough to get hit with 
two check-out snafus in the 
same visit , yo u can purchase 
the Country Music Today pam-
phlet and read about \-\·hy 
LeAnn Rim es just wants to be 
treated like any~ther fo urteen-
yea r-old kid. even though -
God help us - she 's made 
million s of dollars by dressing 
like a slutty version of Dolly 
Parton and s inging like a war-
bling, cacophonous version of 
Barbara Mandrell (after the car 
accident) . 
As you can see , escape from 
the rational world can be 
achieved by simply picking up 
a newspaper and reading about 
the strange-but-true events that 
happen all the time to real , live 
human beings. 
Or, if you'd prefer to wit-
ness an even more bizarre spec-
tacle, pay a visit to your local 
grocery store. Just make sure 




By Dean Krattenmaker 
In the week before Spring 
Break, we were surprised to hear 
that U S News and World Report 
had ranked us 36th out of 174 
U.S. law schools . Then, a day or 
two later, we learned that, due to 
a mathematical error, our rank-
ing had been computed errone-
ously and really "ought" to be 
32nd 
What's going on here? What 
does all this mean? Well , of 
course, first and foremost it i lIus-
trates that there is no "correct" 
"ranking" for any law school. 
Certainly, we all know now- in 
case we had not known earlier-
that U S News and World Report 
has no claim to any special ex-
pertise in the area. There is no 
ranking that we "ought" to have. 
Let's put some of this in per-
spective. The National Jurist, a 
magazine distributed to all law 
students ranked us 4th (not fourth 
percentile, just plain fourth) in 
all U.S. law schools in its April! 
May, 1996 issue. The Princeton 
Review ranked us number 3 
among all law schools in "qual-
ity oflife" and 5th in "bestteach-
ing faculties" in its 1997 edition. 
U S News is no better a ranker of 
law schools than these publica-
to the COlnlnunity 
tions. There is no reason for us to 
dwell only on one set of ran kings. 
But, of course, the fact is that 
U SNews' rankings get the pub-
licity . So, one cannot ignore U S 
News. What does its "ranking" 
really mean? In our case, what it 
means is simply that the U S 
News rankings favor large 
schools with high tuition and 
private schools with big endow-
ments . Let me try to explain 
these conclusions. 
First, note that, even by 
USNews ' imperfect methodol-
ogy, we are a very good school. 
The adjusted figures show us 29 th 
in reputation among academics 
and 29th in reputation among · 
U.S. lawyers and judges. Fur-
. ther, we are 25 th in student selec-
tivity and 23,d in placement 
success. How, then, you ask, can 
it be that our ·overall ranking is 
32nd? Not because of our LSA T 
median, which is equal to or 
higher than every school ranked 
16-31 save one. Why 32? 
We are 32nd overall for one 
reason - because in a category 
U SNews calls "Faculty Re-
sources" we are I 12th! (The 
school with the next highest over-
all rating, but with a rank in fac-
ulty resources of more than 100, 
is Ohio State which is ranked 
47 th .) What is this " faculty re-
sources" category? For the 1997 
rankings, "faculty resources" was 
based on "total expenditures per 
student for instruction, library, 
and supporting student services 
during the year beginning in the 
fall 1995 (65 percent of this cat-
egory); financial aid, indirect 
expenditures, and overhead per 
student (10 percent) ; total num-
ber of volumes, microfilm, mi-
crofiche, and titles in the law 
library (5 percent); and current 
student-to-teacher ratio (20 per-
cent)." When "faculty resources" 
is added to the list of other fac-
tors noted above, and each factor 
is variously weighted to construct 
an index or ranking, we are 
"ranked" number 32. 
Now, I would be the fLfst to 
tell you that I think this school 
needs more resources. But I also 
think that this US.News"faculty 
resources" measure is a not a 
defensible part of an 
indexdesigned to rank law 
schools. (I) Would your educa-
tion be improved if I "raised" 
tuition by $10,000 and then 
"gave" every student a $10,000 
scholarship? According to 
U SNewsGnd WoridReport, en-
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Regarding Rankings 
gaging in such legerdemain 
would make William and Mary a 
substantially superior school. (2) 
Do you now see why only one 
public law school our size or 
smaller is among the 31 schools 
" ranked" ahead of us? (3) Do 
you think that it adds to the mea-
sure ofaschool rated 23 in place-
ment success and 25 in student 
selectivity and 29 in professional 
reputation to know how much it 
spends on "supporting student 
services" and "overhead per stu-
dent"? In fact, if this "faculty 
resources" thing tells us anything, 
it is this: Imagine how good we 
are if, being ranked 112th in this 
category, a category over which 
we have almost no control, we 
are still rated 32nd overall! 
In short, the US.News 
"rankings" combine two things: 
(I) some data, most of them quite 
subjective, combined with (2) an 
" indexing" or "ranking" system 
that defies rational explication. 
From our standpoint, it is es-
pecially noteworthy (and harm-
ful to us) that this "index" places 
no value on a low-tuition policy 
and amply rewards inflated ad-
ministrative budgets. I know 
you do not share these values. 
Nor do I. 
Ok, enough complaining. 
Let ' s look at the really good news 
in all of this : Every single rank-
ing in the past 2 years, including 
US News, that is driven by qual-
ity, not dollars, says that we are a 
high-class law school, one of 
America' s very best. When you 
add to that our very special fea-
tures - features that include a 
small, friendly and cooperative 
student body, an accessible fac-
ulty known and respected for 
both teaching and scholarship, a 
value per tuition dollar that beats 
every other East Coast school, 
the Legal Skills program, the In-
stitute of Bill of Rights Law, the 
most technologically advanced 
courtroom in the world, a collec-
tion of very professional associ-
ate and assistant deans and 
librarians and support staff who 
care more about you than they do 
about them·selves, a thoroughly 
modernized fLfSt year curricu-
lum, and an extraordinary num-
ber offLfst-rate journals and moot 
court teams - you have de-
scribed a law school as good as 
any other you can find in 
America. 
I am very proud to be associ-
ated with this law school and 
hope you are, too. 
And You Though Parallel Parking Was Bad ... How About a Charles Manson Pension Plan? 
During the 1978 National Football Leagt!e season, the 
Oakland (Los Angeles/Oakland) Raiders ' Jack Tatum 
permanently paralyzed New England Patriots ' receiver 
Darryl Stingley when he made a "clothesline" hit to 
Stingley' s neck. At the time, Tatum defended the play 
with arrogance and machismo, claiming the hit to be 
legal and warning other opponents that they could expect 
the same when the faced the Raiders. 
including the accomplice placing the duct tape over 
Davis' mouth in the same manner as they planned to do 
to the victim. Police linked Davis to the crime scene 
when they discovered the duct tape containing his lip 
prints right where he and his accomplice had left it after 
they did their dry run. 
A 50-year-old man was arrested in Albuquerque, New 
Mexico , last November after his 13 -year-old stepdaugh-
ter made a complaint to the police regarding a series of 
bizarre acts he made her perform in order to "toughen" 
her in her quest to obtain a learner' s driving permit. 
According to the complaint, the girl was allowed to drive 
the family truck until her step-father turned up an index 
card which contained a set of instructions . The girl 
\\·ould then have to complete the task specified by the 
card before she would be able to continue driving. 
Among the helpful dri\·ing exercises her father pre-
scribed were mandates for the girl to pour shampoo and 
dirt into her hair; to wear a dog collar; to do sit-ups; to 
stand naked in the·glare of the family truck 's headlights ; 
and to stand tied to a bar with a ball in her mouth. 
Flying the Happy Skies 
Just when the airways were beginning to look safe 
again, Continental Airlines filed suit against Deborah 
Loeding, charging that she endangered the safety of 
passengers in order to get revenge on her ex -
husband Who happened to be one of the carrier's 
pilots. Loeding, apparently playing the role of caring 
and concerned ex-wife, baked lier husband some 
bread. Playing the role of crazed psycho-bitch, 
however, Loeding decided to lace the bread with 
marijuana so that her husband would fail the drug 
test and be fired from his job. 
Her s-cheme worked and her ex got the ax (which may 
have increased her psychological health, but undoubt-
edly decreased her access to alimony payments). Her 
husbapd got the last laugh, though, as Continental rein-
stated him when they learned of his wife'.s antics ·and 
then she got slapped with. the lawsuit 
This January, however, Tatum ' s tune changed con-
·siderably when he applied fordisabili ty benefits from the 
NFL Players Accociation totall ing $156,000 a year. 
Tatum now says that he deserves this sum as compensa-
tion for the mental anguish he has suffered as a result of 
living with this incident. If granted, Tattim 's claim 
would place him into the "catastrophic injury" category 
- ironically, the same classification into which Stingley 
falls. Apparently, his shot at to Stingley 's neck caused 
irreversible and extensive damage to Tatum 's other 
brain cell. 
Practice May Make Perfect - Just Don ' t Forget to 
Destroy All the Evidence 
For those growing tired of the 0.1. Simpson DNA 
evidence, less sophisticated experts (and dumber 
criminals with fewer resources) have moved onto 
the scene. Lavelle Davis, 23, was convicted of 
murder in Geneva, Illinois, this February after detec-
tives uncovered a piece of duct tape which ulti-
mately held their case together. Prosecutors won 
the conviction after showing how Davis and an 
accomplice practiced the murder at the scene where 
it ultimately occurred immediately prior to commit-
ting the crime. 
The dress rehearsal covered every detail of the crime, 
Can't Touch This 
Kelbi Folkerson recently lost a Title VII claim against 
, her employer, Circus Circus Enterprises in which 
she alleged that the casino tern1inated her after she 
rejected a patron ' s sexual harassment of her during 
the course of her employment. Folkerson played 
her role as "Kelbi the Living Doll" so convincingly that 
visitors to the casino would touch her in order to 
determine whether she was real. Although the casino 
provided her with a "Do Not Touch" sign and other 
employees kept watch to prevent patrons from touching 
her one determined visitor approached Folkerson and 
said to onlookers, " I will show you how real she really 
is ." Ignoring another employee ' s direction not to handle 
"The Living Doll," the patron reached out and touched 
someone. Folkerson responded by hitting the patron in 
the mouth, prompting her supervisor to discharge her for 
the assualt which he believed to be without adequate 
provocation. 
Just as any true-blue " Living Doll" would, Folkerson 
dragged the casino into court only to have her case tossed 
out by the Ninth Circuit on summary judgment when she 
failed to demonstrate her opposition to an unlawful 
employment practice of the employer. The court feltthat 
the casino had taken reasonab Ie steps to protect F olkerson 
from customer harassment by· posting the signs and 
instructing other employees to assist in the enforcement 
of the hands-off policy. 
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For the best bagels in town, 
yOu have to go to Manhattan! 
* Authentic kettle-boiled 
New York-style bagels baked fresh daily 
* 24 Delicious varieties of bagels 
* Over 20 different Savors of gourmet cream cheese spreads, 
including reduced-fat and fat-free 
* Proudly offering premium-quality Boar's Head 
brand deli meats and cheeses 
* Ask about our vegetarian specials ' 
* Let us arrange a custom catering platter 
for your next special event 
If you haven't had a Manhattan Bagel, 
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Crossfire 
The Balance'd Budget Amendment: Necessary or Not? 
The Balanced Budget Amendment - Its The BaJanced Budget Amend-
Time flas Come ment ties Congress f /Japds. 
Jim Scott 
Since World War II, western democ-
racies, the United States included, have 
often used Keynesian theory to maintain 
orderly growth in their economies. In so 
doing, the ir central governments have run 
budget deficits or surpluses to heat up or 
cool down their economies , respectively. 
In the American context, however, there 
have been only budgetary deficits and the 
federal government has seemed incapable 
of running a budgetary surplus . Indeed, 
there are students in the law school who 
were not born when the United States last 
had a balanced budget. 
Various commentators have discussed 
the United States ' s apparent inability to 
balance its budget. Among the popular 
theories is one which suggests that the 
budgetary process is too subject to politi-
cal whims to ever allow for a balanced 
budget, with Congress and the President 
maintaining their popularity by spending 
rather than saving. In other countries, 
such as Great Britain, the budgeting pro-
cess is l110re stron.gly influenced by the 
executive branch and relatively insulated 
from pork barrel prone members of par-
liament. 
But whatever reasons one identifies as 
causing budget deficits, what is indeed 
critical now is that they be addressed. It is 
ex traord inary that a country as wealthy as 
ours could have outspent itself by fi ve 
trill ion dollars in the last twenty- fi ve years. 
It is even more extraordinary th at interest 
on the debt is now one of the largest 
components of the annual budget. Our 
national debt has reached a critical point 
wh ere fu ture generations will be forced to 
pay fo r our current extravagances, a bur-
de n \\'hi ch is simply un fa ir to place on 
them. 
Indeed, even our generation \\'ill suf-
fer under the yoke of the national debt if 
we do not demand that it be controlled 
better. No rational mem ber of our genera-
tion can poss ibly think that the 'at ion 
\\' ill be able to afford the generous soc ial 
benefits and national securi ty which we 
currently provide if the burdensome debt 
continues to sp iral as it has . 
There is a proposal afoot which wou ld 
remO\'e much of the American budgetary 
process fro m the base po li tical infl uences 
which haye prevented a balanced budget 
for almost twenty-fiye years. That is the 
Balanced Budget Amendment \\h ich. 
while almost universally supported in the 
Republican party. has failed to garner 
amp le support among Democrats to allow 
for the necessary two thirds majority in 
both houses, \\"hich would allow the states 
to consider the measu re further. Unfortu -
nately, the time has come for the Bal-
anced Budget Amendment and if the 
" Casually noting the groups 
which oppose the amendment 
(AARP, the construction 
trades, the medical profession, 
defense contractors, etc.) ex-
poses their true concern. " 
Democrats do not climb on board, the 
Nation will suffer as a consequence. 
Certainly by now there can be little 
question that ne ither Repub lican nor 
Democrat Congresses nor Republican nor 
Democrat Presidents have the fortitude to 
balance the budget themselves. Thus, the 
only recourse is to take away the power to 
run deficits if the Nation is to remain 
solvent. Some people advance arguments 
against the Balanced Budget Amendment 
- these include red herrings and reasons 
which, although genuine concerns, should 
not be allowed to preventthe amendment' s 
enactment. 
Almost every version of the Balanced 
Budget Amendment which has been pro-
posed includes a provision by which the 
federal government may run a deficit in 
theeventofanational emergency, such as 
war. Thus, those who claim that the 
Amendment will tie the government 's 
hands unacceptably must have a hidden 
agenda. Casually noting the groups which 
oppose the amendment (AARP, the con-
struction trades, the medical profession, 
defense contractors, etc.) exposes their 
true concern. That is t.hat they are depen-
dent on the levels of spending which 
deficits make possible. Indeed, it appears 
that those groups realize that the ir goals 
are attainable only by continuing to run 
defic its, mortgaging America' s fu ture in 
the process. 
The United States is in a better posi-
tion than any time in the last twenty years 
to ba lance its budget. What with relati 'e 
peace, low interes t rates to pay for debt 
servicing and econom ic prosperity both ' 
lessening the burdens on social w'elfare 
programs and providing a strong tax base, 
the condi tions are perfect for runni ng a 
balanced budget. Even with all these 
advantages. the President and the Con-
gress have been unable to balance the 
budget. It th us is inescapable that to 
create a balanced budget. we cannot count 
on the discipline of our elected leaders 
. aud rather must take a\\'ay the ir power to 
run deficits. 
This. of course, \\'iIl not be painless. 
Many groups jealously guard the levels of 
spending which deficits ha\'e made pos-
sible. Few would care to see their taxes 
incre.Qse to balance the budget. But a 
balanced budget is necessary and. given 
the structural flaws in the American bud-
geting system. the United States hould 
adopt a Balanced Budget Amendment to 
impose discipline on the system. 
Christian Mastondrea 
This Nation already owes a tremen-
dous debt of gratitude to the junior Sena-
tor from the great State of New Jersey: 
Torticcelli ["The Torch"]. It was up to 
him to decide the fate of the Balanced 
Budget Amendment last week, and his 
failure to support it caused its demise for 
at least th is year. 
I know that this is one of those hot 
button issues that everyone loves to sup-
port. Let's tie Congress' s hands and 
prevent them from ever over-spending 
again. After all , if Congress only ran 
things like a business - businesses can ' t 
run debts like this; they call it bank-
ruptcy. 
Good Lord, that stu ff makes me crazy. 
The government is not a business; it is in 
fact a government. Deficit spending is 
not necessarily evil and it is not necessar-
ily good either. It is a tool that admittedly 
has been over used in recent years by the 
Congress. It is easy to overspend and 
push the fiscal reality of today off onto 
the politicians of tomorrow. Congress 
doesn ' t want to cut social security and 
other popular entitlement programs, and 
it dearly doesn' t want to raise taxes ei-
ther. 
Congress has continually taken the 
easy political way out by pass ing the 
buck along to the next Congress and then 
the next Congress . The Democrats and 
yes even those pesky Reagan Republi-
cans , created the mess we are in today; 
but it was we, the people, who let them 
get away with it. 
The idea of amending the Constitu-
tion should alwa s be viewed with some 
doubt. It is a docum ent that has some 
how managed to last 200 years and, as 
constitutio ns go, it remains a short docu-
ment. To clutter up this document with 
such mundane ho usekeeping matters 
gives me some degree of pause. The fact 
that Congress cannot ba lance the budget 
is not a problem of constitutional law, it 
is a problem of the political system. The 
public forgets we can throw them all out 
if we like. 
But it is \\'e who contin ually create the 
problem. There isn't a Republican or 
Demo rat on the Hill that doesn 't under-
stand that something needs to be done . 
They fear us, the general public. and they 
don't act. Is that really a problem for the 
Constitution? Help top us or v..-e. ma,' 
spend again . Oh please. . 
Furthermore. deficit spending is a tool 
of fiscal poli y. Ok. all you economists 
out there calm yourselyes. I understand 
that Keynesianism is dead in it purest 
forms and monetarism rules the dav 
HO'v" ever, fiscal policy should still hav; ~ 
place in our government. There may be 
"The idea of amending 
. 
the Constitution should 
always be viewed with 
some doubt." 
times, especially during crisis, that adefi-
cit would be required . We built a great 
deal of this Nation by deficit spending, 
but much of that money went to infra-
structure and the Sergeant York anti-
aircraft g un [a totall y useless , 
multi-million dollar project.] Ronald 
Reagan and his supply-siders never 
seemed to get out of the demand side 
closet. They could cut taxes but they 
never had the political power to cutpopu-
lar programs, thus a tremendous amount 
of debt was incurred with very little posi-
tive result. 
The Reagan Congresses made a mis-
take, and we should require that this Con-
gress step up and fix it, but we should 
maintain control over what they do. Let 
us, for a second, imagine a world with a 
constltutlonai amendment that required 
Congress to baJance a budget. Let us 
picture the Erst suit broug,ht by someone 
over this, then let us imagine a federal 
judge deciding which program should 
get cut and which one wouldn ' t . 
Ok, so some of you would say Con-
gress would arrive at a compromise first, 
fearin g intervention of the judiciary. I 
personally think a new TV program could 
be produced just with that plot line. The 
honorable representatives wouldsimply 
kill each other. Democrats defending 
programs to the last, because their con-
stituency demands it. Republicans push- . 
ing tax cuts because, well, that's what 
they do best. . 
The job of fixing thi s mess is best left 
in the hands of the political process. Com-
promise is.a slow and painful experience 
wi th a lot of deals to be cut and backs to 
be scratched. This is a complicated issue 
and these budget cuts must be handled 
delicately. Beside-, we have yet to reach 
a crisis oyer this issue. The Clinton 
Administration has reduced the budget 
deficit e\ 'ery year. the rate of increase in 
the total debt is slowing. This is a moun-
tain of a problem. but one we have faced 
before. 
The national debt in terms of constant 
dollars is about the same as it was at the 
end of World War II. We must face the 
problem together. Let's not let the Con-
gress hide behind an amendment that 
\vould force them to make these cuts, in a 
way we the public may not like. Let us 
force them to work it through and defend 
our interest- . If that doesn ' t work, vote 
them out and start again. 
Ambul.;l11Ce 
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Students Sue Professors 
By Whin lng 
Empowered by the fact that they haye 
sur ived hvo years ofla\-\! s hool, a large 
group of second year students have de-
cided to take action in order to stop the 
steady flow of talented facult: from the 
ranks ofM-W . Marching arm in ann and 
chanting, "Hell no. they an't go without 
a fight" a group of 150 students stormed 
the Williamsburg Courthouse and filed 
civil and criminal uits against each mem-
ber of the law school faculty and admin-
istration . Armed with the reserve 
co llection of Glannon' s Civil Procedure. 
the students caucused in the courtyard for 
three straight days preparing pleadings, 
a ll in the alternati e, for : breach of con-
tract: intentional infliction of emotional 
distress: negligence; fraud; depraved 
heart; conspiracy; slander, libel, or defa-
mation (whichever may apply-we didn't 
get that far in Torts); reckless disregard 
for human life; intentional interference 
with business contract; lost wages caused 
by the subsequent fall in rankings ; aban-
donment; and adverse possession. 
After the compla ints had been n:-
corded, Paul Walker (~L) noticed an om is-
sian as he reviewed the document during 
his traditional afternoon run and sprinted 
to the Courthouse to amend the pleadings 
to include a claim for loss of consortium. 
Although the Clerk patiently explained 
that such a claim may not be appropriate 
under the circumstances, Walker animat-
edl, rationalized its relevance as the egress 
of professors drastically limits the num-
ber of people who remain willing to talk 
to him. Before the amendment could be 
filed, however, Walker himself was 
dragged to jail for indecent exposure (the 
funning shorts) and assault (the animated 
rational ization). 
When served with the complaints, the 
professors and adm inistrators seemed 
perplexed both as to some of the claims as 
well as the standing of students to sue 
professors \\ithno statedintentions tv lea, e 
M-W. Professor Paul LeBe l, himself 
headed onto the lam, seemed particularly 
distressed by some of the claims, protest-
See LAWS U IT on 2 
Taco ·Bell to Sponsor New Law School Wing 
By Enchil Ada 
In an effort to speed up the process of 
expanding the law school, Dean Tomas 
Krattenmaker ha agreed to allow the new 
wing of the law school to be span ored by 
Taco Bell. To thank Taco Bell for their 
fmancia\ suppon. tbe Board of Visitors 
has named the new wing "Soft Taco Su-
preme Hall. " The school itself will be 
renamed to reflect rhe generosity of the 
new sponsor - Marsha 11-Wythe-Taco 
BHell School of Law. 
"I have alwa_ s enjo_ ed Mexican 
food,,' commented the Dean, who has 
arranged for a franchise store to be placed 
inside the Center for State Courts, and a 
sign placed abo e the law school build-
ing. <, ow we can all have some for 
lunch." 
Krattenmaker applauded the agree-
ment as furthering relations between tlie 
corporate 'Ii orld and the academic sector . 
He noted that the agreement is a\so time\y 
in light of the recent I, s igned NAFTA 
agreement. "1 have been searching for 
three earshowtomakethi school unique. 
Now r can honestly say, I have done 
something no other law school dean has 
ever done before," ~tated Krattenmaker, 
grinning as a little salsa dripped from the 
corner of his mouth. 
Professor Alan Meese also applauded 
the agreement as he always encourages 
the private sector to take more responsi-
bil ity for state run programs. "At least the 
taxpayers won't be footing the bill for 
welfare andthe law school," commented 
Meese. Meese was i.nstrumental in the 
negotiations as he provided a thorough . 
cost-benefit analysis fOl'Taco Bell. Meese 
has now taken a position of Chief Finan-
cial Advisor for Taco Bell and was named 
the Taco Bell Professor of Law and Eco-
nomics at M-W. 
Office of Planning and Placement 
Dean Roberto Kaplan was encouraged by 
the agreement. "We are always looking 
fo r new and innovative ways to network 
in the corporate world for students look-
ing for jobs. Now we have a leg up on all 
other schoo ls," stated Kaplan. 
Students, however, met the decision 
with hesitation. "But Taco Bell food has 
so much fat," proclaimed one student. 
Other sh)dents asked why the law school 
cou ldn ' t be sponsored by a more popular 
estab li shment. such as Dairy Queen or 
Arby's. Dean Krattenmaker responded, 
"The decision was mine, and I like Taco 
Bell food better." 
A grou ndbreaking ceremony to be held 
Alumni Weekend, where " refreshments" 
will be served. A mariachi band will play 
and students are encouraged to attend. 
New Changes in Name, Personnel, Course 
Offerings at ·the Law School 
By Brian Farcus© 1997, K. Jones 
When shldents return to school next 
fall there may be some shocki ng new 
things with which they need to deal. The 
most extraordinary of these is the law , 
school's second name change in two years. 
An opposition group, led by Ray Raya 
(?L), angry over the change of the law 
school's name from · Marshall-Wythe to 
the William and Mary School of Law, was 
successful in petitioning the Board of 
Visitors and the Virginia Assembly to 
change the name of the hiw school to 
something w ith a little more h istory and 
tradition behind it. The new name of our 
law school will officially be the "Marshall-
Wythe-Washington-Jefferson-Adams-
Ma:l.&:&Mooroe-AdJms..Lincofn.Goot-Kenredy-
Roosevelt (x2)-Reagan - Kyle Jones 
School for the Advancement and Facilita-
tion of Legal and Law-Related Studies at 
the College of William and Mary in Colo-
nial Williamsburg on South Henry Street 
Which Has Easy Access froni Route 60, 
Route 199, and the Colonial Parkway and 
Which is Only Thirty Five Minutes from 
Beautiful Downtown NewportNews, VA" 
© 1997, K. Jones. 
When questioned on whose idea the 
new name change was, the Virginia As-
semblyunanimously scratched their heads 
and said, " Uh, I dunno." Raya was un-
available fo r comment, but. his secretary 
referred this reporter to Kyle Jones (Ris-
ing 3L). Jones, who unbelievably was not 
even on the Legacy Committee which 
opposed the first name change, claimed 
that it was always his dream to copyright 
something and this name was perfect. 
When asked if he was the same Kyle 
Jones in the new schoo l name, Jones asked 
to speak with counsel. After conferring 
with Ken Coughlin (Rising 3L) for ap-
proximately 25 minutes, Jones refused to 
comment, citing the 5th, 12th, and 27th 
Amendments to the United States Consti-
tution © 1997, K. Jones . When asked 
why the name was so long, Jones became 
belligerent and snapped" Hey, I only used 
one fr igging Rooseve lt didn 't I"! ?,, 
© 1997, K. Jones. 
Another big change that wi ll come 
about in the fall is that Shaun Rose (Re-
clining 4L) w ill be re-instated as SBA 
President. Frank Sabia (Honorary I L) 
has resigned as SBA President after only 
one month in office in order to follow his 
mentor, Professor Paul LeBel, down to 
his home state of Florida where LeBel 
wi ll be the new Dean of the Arts and 
Literature College at Florida State Un i-
versity. Sabia was successful in getting 
12 of his 134 credits transferred to FSU 
Law School © 1997, K. Jones where he 
will automatically become Editor-in-Chief 
of the Law Review. Interestingly enough, 
FSU was ranked j ust ahead of William 
and Mary at # 14,567 in the latest issue of 
US News and World Report © 1997, K. 
. Jones. Unfortunately, none of Sabia 's 
Legal Skills © 1997, K. Jones credits will 
transfer to FSU because they " don't have 
the technology to deal with someone who 
has already experienced < Courtroom 2 I' 
© 1997, K. Jones." 
See CHANGES on 2 
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Kentucky Fried Chicken, Law School Rankings Plummet Due 
PizzaHut,and1'v1cDonalds To Dearth of Student Parking 
To Begin Lounge Seruice By B.F. Egypt In a surprising move, The 
U. S. News and World Report 
dropped M-W ' s rank to 156, af-
ter adding a neW category that 
judges the availability and con-
venience of student parking. The 
new category is weighed as 20 
percent of the overall rank. 
Gottovi, however, agreed with all students to join him in. his 
Krattenmaker. "I don't under- letter-writing campaign and 
stand whatthe problem is. When promised extra-credit in Legal 
I get here at 7:00 a.m. every day, Skills to all those sending more 
there are plenty of spaces," stated than ten letters, provided that 
Gottovi. "When I leave every parallel citations are included. 
At Law School In Fall 
By Dave Thomas 
In response to numerous com-
plaints from law students as well 
as the decl ine in sales profits 
resulting from the plethora of 
bake and bagel sales hosted by 
student organizations, Marriott 
has agreed to allow three major 
fast food chains to open conces-
sions in the student lounge. Ken-
tucky Fried Chicken, Pizza Hut, 
and McDonalds will begin to op-
erate on the law school campus 
sometime in early September. 
Due to restrictions in the con-
tract between Marriott and Pizza 
Hut, however, only delivery ser-
vice will be offered from the 
student lounge and all deliveries 
must be made off-campus and 
within a 0.5 mile radius of the 
law school admin istration of-
fices. McDonalds and KFC have 
similar clauses in their contracts 
as they may only operate through 
a drive-in window which is to be 
installed adjacentto the S1. James 
Cottage. 
Although word of the new 
food alternatives heightened ex-
citement around the law school, 
the restrictions imposed by the 
Marriott contracts have caused 
many to wonder how beneficial 
these new ventures will prove 
for the starving law student. Stu-
dents craving a bit ofthe Hut, for 
example. w ill discover that the 
only possible delivery zones 
ava ilable under the contract lie 
in the woods next to the Colonial 
Parkway, the street in front of the 
school. and the edge of the Na-
tional Center for State Courts-
areas which lack both a street 
address and a telephone number. 
Some enterprising students sug-
gested that the school partition 
these areas into numbered lots 
which cou ld be used for identifi-
" I just can't believe anyone 
would care about student park-
ing," said Dean Krattenmaker, 
"I have the best parking spot in 
the school, doesn't that count for cation purposes during the deliv-
ery process . The Marriott something?I " Krattenmaker 
contract precludes such a solu- added that if students have 
tion, though as the new Pizza enough time to leave the law 
Hut service may not deliver to school, then professors are not 
any property which has been assigning enough work. 
passed from a family to which U. S.News cited the lack of 
the land 's original Royal Charter parking for day students within a 
was granted. one mile radius, and commented 
Moreover, because the new that many students must return 
Pizza Hutwill use the Legal Skills home to park their cars and then 
internal telephone and message walk to school. The article did 
system , order calls can only be praise the College for the satel-
placed from other phones on that lite parking lot, but fe lt that the 
system - none of which lie in College took the term "satellite" 
any of the permissible delivery slightly too seriously. 
areas . Similar restrictions per- "It's abouttime someone took 
vade the contracts with the parking problem seriously," 
McDonalds and KFC which have said Matt Kaiser (2L). "I'm sick 
been precluded from installing a and tired of havin~ to walk past 
microphone system which might - the Gradplex. It .Jus~ holds too 
" detract from the eleoance and many bad memones. Other stu-
natural beauty of the tlS1. James dents repeated Kaiser' s concerns. 
EdltoroftheLawReviewSara Cottage. ' 
night at 1 :30 a.m. , there are also The new rank has caused ap- -
plenty of spaces. We have no plications to drop precipitously. 
parking problem, because no stu- Dean Faye Shealy commented 
dents ever bother to come to that prospective students have 
school." written the law school and with-
When Gottovi realized that drawn their applications. "Most 
not all students hold these hours, of them just send a picture of 
she slammed the door saying their cars with a short note say-
"Get out of here. I have to pub- ing ' If my car can ' t come, then 
lish something this year." neither will I, '" lamented Shealy. 
Professor John Donaldson Krattenmaker has promised 
confirmed the parking problem to increase student parking. "Be-
when he rode up to the school on cause' library resources ' carries 
his bike. "I've been here for like less weight, I am tearing down 
30 years, and I still can ' t find a the library to make more park-
parking space." Krattenmaker ing," declared Krattenmaker. 
has now promised Donaldson a " Becauseldon' twantthelibrary 
parking space at the Tennis Cen- staff to lose their jobs, they will 
ter. "Fat lot of good that's gonna become valet parking atten-
dome," said Donaldson. "Idon't dants. " (Journal members need 
even like tennis." not be alarmed as the school will 
Professor Fred Lederer was " maintain their underground bun-
perplexed with the new ranking. kers.) Krattenmaker noted that 
" I've been writing U.S.Nel-j~ ev- this change will serve a dual pur-
.ery year asking then to add a pose: no one will lose their jobs, 
category for th<' best courtroom, and M- W will become the first 
and they never listen. Whywould school with complimentary va-
anyone lower our ranks when I, . let parking. 
1 mean we, hav e the most techno- - "Our rank will rise again, lust 
logically advanced courtroom in as Scarlet promised of the 
the world. " Lederer then asked South! ' yelled Krattenmaker. 
When asked about the 
unconscionability of the 
agriments with Marriott, Profes-
sor Selassie analogized the situ- _ 
ation to that of the Black Angus 
in Pensive Mood - perhaps the 
only true beneficiary of the new 
food service offerings. 
"If it moves, -sue it" Advice Cotnes 
Back to Haunt Professors 
LAWSUIT f rom 
The Times They Are Changin I 
ing, "1 don' t know where tbe heck they were. 
but 1 distinctly remember covering all the First 
Amendment torts in the 8:3 0 a.m. supplemen-
tal class 1 held on the Saturday before the final 
every fall. Dam n straight I'm getting awa. · 
fr0111 these hyper-litigious piranhas!" 
CHANGES from 1 
Because Sabia is stepping 
dO\\'n and due to an almost for-
gotten section in the SBA Con-
stitu tion © 1997. K. Jones. ShaUll 
Rose automatically gets rein-
stated as the SBA President. Rose 
\\'3S a litt le unhappy that he will 
have to turn down a very lucra-
tive job offer and walk through 
graduation with the less hygiene-
conscientious class of 1998, but 
\\'as confident thathe \\"ould now 
have time to fulfill the other half 
ofhis campaign promises of just 
more than one year ago . 
The last large-scale change 
that the law school will undergo 
is a change in the cun'iculum 
beginning in the fall. Due to the 
heavy use of Courtroom 21 by 
the Evidence and Trial Advo-
cacy classes, Legal Skills will be 
moved to the Library. No. not 
the la\\" library or even Swem. 
but the Library Tavern 199. 
K . Jones. Students will use the 
22nd Century technology of the 
·TN Network as they take their 
Ethi s exams during "Count-
down" © 199 . K. Jones from 10 
to 11 p.m. 
Otber courses tbat will be of-
fered th rough the NTN sy tem 
are Sports Law at II p.m. , Torts 
(v,: ith heavy emphasis on dram 
shop liability) at midnight. and 
FSHGTZ 601 , a brief-\-\:riting 
course that will be offered on a 
lortery basis. Funding for these 
new course offerings will be 
through a generous endowment 
given to the law school by Kyle 
Jones, who will be selling some 
of his copyright interests to pro-
v ide the money. 
Professor Dickerson addressed the issue of 
standing with repeated reference to Pride. 
Goldilocks, Diffy. and Dwight. A lthou=h she 
concluded that the students may have the right. 
under ertain circumstances, to sue the manu-
facturer of the fishing pole holding lip the 
Catfish Cafe, she doubted the validity of the 
preemptive strikes made by the second-years 
against professors not planning to depart the 
school. When asked for clarification of 
Dickerson's answer. Professor Gr ver simply 
smiled and aid, " I don't know who these 
people are or what any of this has to do with a 
fishing pole. but students really interested in 
the validity oftheir-claims should stand them-
selves in the library and do some reading for a 
change." 
Deans Krattenmaker. Overy, Jackson , and 
Shealy already have mO\'ed for summary judg-
Paul Walker begs for consortium. 
ment on the argument that they have done every-
thing possible to make students go away so that 
they can stay right where they are. Although 
most professors have considered filing similar 
motions. their research assistants have all been 
forced to quit so that they may devote a proper 
amount of time to Legal Skills. Thus the suits 
rema in pending and the court has ordered Walker 
to invest in some sweatpants. _ 
New Library Policy Announced to Thwart Theft 
Library Director Jim Heller announced today that body cavity searches will be 
required for all those leaving the library. 'The new security system just isn' t enough," 
said Heller. '·r want to make sure my library has a perfect security record." When asked 
b law students whether the search is legal, Professor Marcus respondeg, ' Haven ' t you 
learned anything? Law students ha e no rights, consequently the searches pass 
constitutional muster." 
Law Review Write-On Policy Announced 
Hoping to preempt any complaints about this year's Law Review selection process, 
the directors of the writing competition have announced a series of new guidelines 
which will become effecti e immediately. E ery student in the law school must write 
a Comm~nt in order to ensure that only those of the highest quality receive offers from 
the Review. A student may opt out of the writing competition if they can demonstrate, 
to a mathematical certainty, the ranking system used by professors in computing 
grades and the biases inherent thereto. Only submissions received within a five minute 
interval, which shall not be announced, will be considered valid unless the student can 
.produce a note of explanation from the Supreme Court or the Pope (students choice) . 
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Finally, aU submissions must be written in the dead language chosen by the Director 
of the Candidates Program, Sarah Karlsson. Karlsson indicated that her language of 
preference would be announced the morning on which the five minute interval 
occurred and that the newly enacted selection process promotes "entire fairness in the 
transaction. " 
Students Rally Against Lack of Events at Law School . 
Thursday., March 27, the newJy formed protest group, We Have Inactive Nights 
Always ("W.H.l.N.A."), organized a rally to protest the lack of speakers, organiza-
tional meetings, and social activities available at the law school. The group's 
complaint lies in its assertion that the law school has failed to invite any speakers, host 
any social functions, or advance any new student organizations to fill the void. Dean 
Galloway challenged the group's claim by referring them to the multitude of new 
or~izations and the constant stream of speakers which visit M-W. The group's 
leader, David Coleman (2L), discounted Galloway'S claim by noting that the law 
school schedules events for longer blocks of time than the three minutes his stopwatch 
allots him during his afternoon study period. Four students attended the protest, most 
for less than 60 seconds. 
The Last Will and Testatnent of the Class of 1997 
Disclaimer 
The following is a list of the things the 3L class would like to leave to the law school 
faculty and alumni . This list is supposed to be humorous, but not offensive. Anything 
you filld funny was written by the third year class as a whole. Anything you fmd 











Ray Raya as Chief of Law School Rankings 
A Christmas tree in the law school lobby and Kenny 
Greenspan's soul as an ornament 
Responsibility for Craig Welter ' s difficulties in attaining 
\ eg,a\ eUl'p\o'jIDent after be g,ot a C in Contracts 
The task of teaching Civil Procedure one more time before 
he leaves for greener pastures 
We leave another dime in the jukebox, baby ' 
(Random Joan Jett reference) 
A new grading system where Jeff Almeida (who attended 
a total of 3 Crim Pro classes) cannot get an A 
The case of Bowers v. Hardwick 
(a funny name considerin' the subject matta) 
A free refill ofProzac for her dog, Charlie 
A word of appreciation from the National Trial Team for 
kicking them out of the McGlothin Court Room during the 
fmal s of their tryout competition 











The I Ls who yelled 
about beach week 
Even More Clip 'n / Save Marshall-Wythe Trading Cards! 
An opportunity to publicly admit that the I in his name 
stands for Ishmael 
A job at a' top notch law school 
(because that's where he'll be in two years anyway) 
Responsibility for the loss of a law journal and at least one 
of the notches we fell in the rankings this year 
A Ken Greenspan in every review class 
Tenure at Richmond Law School so he never comes back 
to teach Civ. Pro. (and a ·swift kick in the ass) 
A lifetime perscription of valium so he's not so excited at 
8:30 in the morning 
The man' s got good hair, so he doesn't need 
anything in life 
Donald Sciortino and Lynn Whipkey - the only students 
who care about Legal Skills 
Ajurisprudential question: " If class is taught but no one is 
there, does anyone learn at all?" 
Responsibility for everything we knowllbout corporations 
as well as her favorite students Jeff Almeida (who got a 
8- and attended only one class - the fmal exam) and Ken 
Greenspan (B+ and 4 classes attended). 
The middle finger 
See LAST WILL on 4 
This week: Prospective Students Tour the Law School 
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Legal Skills Progratn to Expand 
By Helen Earth 
Bolstered by its wide acceptance 
among all first and second year partici-
pants as well as the plethora of rave re-
views which pervade the unan imously 
completed evaluations each semester, the 
Legal Skills Program has decided to take 
the revolutionary step of extending . the 
program beyond the first t\vo years of law 
school. The new program will occupy all 
three years of law school and, in a bold 
and unexpected move, will begin during 
the last yea.r of undergraduate school for 
all students planning to attend M-W. 
The directors of the LegaISkilis Pro-
gram already have begun the process of 
restructuring' the current curriculum to 
include Clients 1 through 4 for the under-
graduate participants and Clients F through 
J for the third year component. Under-
graduate students will handle cases in -
volving speeding tickets, parallel parking 
violations, fraudulent conveyances offood 
from the campus dining units, and illegal 
use of alcohol in order to procure dates. 
Although no undergraduate or law school 
credits will be awarded for successfu l 
completion of this first year, Professor 
Moliterno promises that the pizzas served 
at the parties traditionally held during law 
camp will include t\VO toppings rather 
than one. 
The clients to be handled during the 
third year segment will involve FEMA 
regulations; non~profit corporate en tity 
tax appeals; and the interrelationship be-
!\veen pollution, the snail darter, and the 
newly revised Clean Air Act. Third year 
students will also be required to rewrite 
the United States Tax Code in order to 
make it more consistent with the tax sys-
tem proposed fo r the European Union. 
The fina l examination proposed for 
the third years \vill be the restructuring of 
international law encompas'sing planets 
within 75 trillion nautical miles of the 
Earth's outer atmosphere. Although third 
years will receive no credit for their add i-
tional time in the program, Professor Levy 
believes that "the emotional, intellectual , 
and personal benefits of tackling t~se 
difficult issues on the cutting edge of the 
legal profession will provide ample com-
pensation for the work required." 
When asked about the logistic diffi-
culty of incorporating students into the 
program who have just begun their senior 
year of college and have not yet been 
accepted into the law schooL each mem-
ber of the Legal Skills hierarchy smiled 
politely and referred this reporter to the 
seven volume publication, Legal Skills 
Rules and Regulations. Although the 
Rules and Regulations do not specifically 
explain what accommodations will be 
made to overcome this apparent proce-
dural difficu lty, Legal Skills Assistant 
Kimberly Reeves promised "to look into 
that and to get back to you as soon as this 
year's appeals have been completed and 
less of her time is occupied updating the 
docket every fifteen minutes." 
Ris ing third years have expressed 
mixed reactions to the proposal. Current 
2L Legal Skills TeachingAssistant, Anne-
Marie Miles, who helped create the neVi 
program, considers the revisions to be "a 
fantastic opportunity to broaden the scope 
of the one part of law school which has 
helped me direct my energies both per-
sonally and professionally." 
Miles noted that she has already com-
p leted a first draft of the new tax code 
(which barely meets.the t\vo volume mini-
mum .requirement) and has begun outlin-
ing the issues she foresees re levant to the 
final exam ination question . Kyle Jones 
(2L) expressed a more harsh critique of 
the program, commenting that "this crap 
already goes on too long . . . now I'm 
convinced that r II be sitting on the Su-
preme Court before I finish the trauma of 
this bell." 
New procedures also will be imple-
mented to heighten the realistic nature of 
the program. For example, attorneys found 
in contempt during any portion ofthe four 
year program will be required to serve 
their periods of incarceration in the 
Williamsburg-James City County jail. 
Lest students fall behind on their obliga-
tions to clients and the other members of 
their working groups, however, Professor 
Fred Lederer has promised to make what-
ever accommodations necessary so that 
the student-lawyer may be transported 
into the Moot Courtroom's holding fac il-
ity and participate in firm activities via 
teleconference. 
Another proposal involves the aboli-
tion of the pre-printed docket so that stu-
dents must arrive in Room 119 each 
morning at 8:30 a.m. at which time the 
day's schedule of cases to be heard will be 
announced. Should a student' s case not 
be called that morning, he or she must 
attend a two hour library tour at that time. 
Students whose cases will be heard dur-
ing the morning session will be scheduled 
for the afternoon library tour to be fol-
lowed by an hour long comment period in 
which the argument videos will be shown. 
Presented with the possibility that this 
practice may interfere with interviewing 
and other classes in which students actu-
ally learn something, Professor Mol itemo 
commented, "The nature of the program 
has not changed." 
Wl1en confronted with an angry mob 
of cUlTent and prospective students, Dean 
Krattenmaker responded as he slammed 
his office door, " I don't give a danm what 
you think! I'm worried aboutrankings in 
here! Here ' s a quarter, go call someone 
who can reign in those Legal Skills 
people." Krattenmaker quickly reopened 
his door, grabbed back the quarter, and 
said , "On second thought, go use those 
Legal Skills phones for an on-c'ampus call 
for once. ~ ' 
3Ls B equeath to Profesors and Law School 
LAST WILL from 3 
Liz Jackson & Faye Shealy 
Dean Overy 
Dean Galloway 
The law librarians 
Petra, John & the library staff 
Gloria Todd 
A dozen red roses 
$ 10,000 in pledges that were never made 
A huae thank YOU for all she does for the SBAand impr~ving la~ school student life in general 
A case of Jo lt cola to keep people awake during 
library tours 
Responsibity for keeping all the law students sane 
(treating us like 10 year olds has worked well) 
Less annoying 3Ls bothering her all the time 
Dean 's Associates 





Ass kissing lessons (oops, you already have that) 
A new name, a new wing, the hope that you never have 
another class like ours, and a herd of white trash to take up 
residence in the trai ler/cottage 
Readers (who will laugh at our pitiful jokes) 
Something to occupy his time rather .than listening to 3Ls 
bitch about jobs 
I ° percent of all our salaries 
(after taxes and loan repayments) 
Disposable li vers and rechargeable kidneys 






Escorted by proud dad Kyle 
Jones (2L), Conner becomes 
one of the m o youngest 
admitted student to the law 
school. When asked for a 
-reason for this, the Admissions 
office declared that it was 
concerned about the rising 
median age of the incoming 
class and ' hoped that admit-
ting an eight month old baby 
may help . Besides, they say, 
Conner had the highest GPA 









Brenna Thanner I 
I 
I 
Found eating lunch with 
dad Chris Thanner, Brenna 
joins .Conner has one of 
the two youngest pro-
spective students. While 
Brenna refused to com-
ment on her admission, 
Dean Shealy stated that 
anyone who can score a 
perfect 180 on her LSAT 
before she can read is 




I F. John Barker I 
I I 
I I 
When asked why he was I 
applying to the law school, I 
John replied that he expects I 
to do well as he a lready has I 
access to the final exams I 
and has already been here I 
three years. (He c laims to I 
have mainta ined his sanny I 
during this period, but this has I 
not been proven.) John I 
refused to comment on the I 
what the F" stands for in his : 
name, but d id say that it 











Figuring that the only way to 
improve the admissions pro-
cess is to go through it, Faye 
Shealy was the first student to 
I be admitted this year, a i-
I though rumor has it that she 
I had an unfair advantage 
I because of her c lose friend-
I ship with the Dean of Admis-
I sions. Faye has yet to 
I decide whether to accept 
I her offer of admission and 
I commented that she is wait-
I ing for the school to offer her 
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A Lettington Chronicle 
Law and Religion 101 
By Robert Lettington 
So we youngsters have been here nearly 
a year and the original question sti II remains 
- Law School , what's it all about? We 
were told it would change us in some un-
specified fashion, we ' d become new people . 
- lawyers . That could be a question for 
Donahue - taking many of our above aver-
age students and turning the~ into lawyers, 
is that a good thing or a bad thing? 
The true secret is that we're joining a 
tradition that's far older than the profession; 
older than most of the world ' s countries and 
religions fo r that matter. Think about it, 
what did the ancient Gaelic and British Dru-
ids do? They mastered a bizarre set of 
arcane rituals so that they could tell all the 
ordinaries that they had been entrusted with 
the care of society - you'd better pay atten-
tion to what they said or something really 
nasty might happen, like the Romans invad-
ing or barbarians overrunning the state (no 
matter that many people thought you were 
the barbarians) . Today we learn the Civil 
and Criminal Rules of Procedure and why, if 
you make a contract and the other guy breaks 
it, but he is a U.S. Senator, you still owe him 
lots of money. Ifwe don 't, America will be 
overrun by gangs in the middle, Mexicans in 
the south, Canadians in the north , New York 
will be set aside for the world' s cab drivers, 
and Fidel will move into a condo in Miami 
Beach. Lawyers essentially master a bizarre 
!;et ot arcane rltua\!; and tell the ordinarie!; 
that they have been entrusted with the care 
of society to protect it from people overrun-
ning the state. Does that sound familiar? 
That's why priests, mullahs, etc. are so rarely 
lawyers. They get to law school , learn about 
conflict of interest and find they have to quit 
as the two profess ions are different branches 
of the same tradition . 
We have more ordin.aries today and some 
of them have become quite skeptical so we 
had to come up with a set of rituals for them 
- the law. I hear shouts of "but I've met a 
pries rabb' mullah who ' s a lawyer," that's 
because they're the ones who figured out 
the inner secret - two hands in a game of 
blackjack give you a higher chance of win-
ning than one. Lots of the eastern religions ' 
are even older and wiser than western ones 
and their priests, etc. are never lawyers -
they foresaw the O.J. trial and got out early. 
Thus, if you one day feel that Civil Proce-
dure was too much for you, Federal Income 
Tax made no sense, and you have a burning 
desire to go buy a golden sickle to cut 
mistletoe or to enter a seminary, don't fight 
it - it 's the natural infusion of your new 
personality. 
The underlying message (which always 
exists in religious ceremonies, is called 
"pol icy arguments" in the law, and is called 
"give me some more cash" in politics) is 
th at we ' re joining the establishment. 
Haven 't you noticed that lots of us dress 
remarkably simi larly in many situations? 
(Ok, so I' ve been seen in a skirt, but that's 
because I'm an alien). Have you noticed 
that group-think creeps in all over the place 
and that Republican political meetings get 
a pretty good attendance? I know my es-
teemed colleague in the music criticism 
section wi ll shout proud.defiance (I have to 
ask you, Dov, is some of that stuff you 
review really music or are you just making 
it up?) but his very non-conformism is a 
recognition of, and ?artici?ation in, the 
establishment phenomenon. 
Being the eternal optimist that I am (1' m 
also Church of England and everybody 
knows we'll admit to anything) I see the 
good side of this - under the bizarre set of 
arcane rituals the establishment has a few 
exclusive privileges, we're allowed to . 
smoke Havana cigars and we can afford 
more Guinness than the ordinaries. That's 
why Paul is in the establishment too. Roll 
on graduation and sign me up! 
9 
. Clubhouse 
STROll g)own ~ff\ORY Ciftnf ~rv 
CWIT~ T~f ~/lITftRY CiftW SOC/fTY 
By Krista Newkirk 
The Military Law Society is participating in the annual 
United Service Organization dance, sponsored by the usa 
of Hampton Roads Board of Directors. The gala fundraising 
dinner/dance is being held at the Fort Eustis Officer's and 
Civilian ' s Club on Friday, April 4, 1997. 
The theme of this year's dinner and dance is "Stroll 
Down Memory Lane." The 'dance this year is set in the 
World War II era with 1940's style dress encouraged. 
The evening will begin with military type sign in, where 
each guest will receive their ration book for the evening: __ -
And, in keeping with the usa history, coffee, donuts, and 
apple cider will also be available upon your arrival. 
A South Seas Pacific Island reception will be held 
complete with hostes.ses in sarongs and visit from the 
AirmaniSoldier/SailorlMarine's best friend "Bloody Mary," 
who may 'try to sell genuine South Pacific trinkets. 
Entertainment during the reception will be provided by 
the steel band Two Can Jam. Two Can Jam will also 
perform throughout the evening. 
After the reception, the guests will journey into the 
Grand Ballroom that will be decorated to resemble an 
old fashioned "Homefront usa Canteen." It is designed 
like those canteens that- were set up throughout the 
United States during World War II. 
Stage Door Canteens and usa Camp Shows were ..r 
performed around the world during World War II. Enter-
tainers would travel overseas to where ever young men 
and women in uniform were stationed. There, they 
would provide a brief respite from both the terror and 
tedium of war. They also brought a touch of home to the 
~ervice members. The United States Continental Army 
Band and the Fort Eustis Resolute Ensemble will per-
form a .special salute to the "Stage Door Canteens and 
usa Camp Shows." There will also be a tribute to the 
Andrew Sisters by the Sawyer Sisters . 
Ticket sales end today, March 31 . Tickets are 
available at a reduced rated for students of the law 
school due to the hard work of the Military Law Society. 
The p;ice is $25 per ticket. The Military Law Society is 
limited in the number of tickets they can sell for this 
price. Get your ticket now and help us step back in time 
to celebrate the end of World War II! 
More Clip /n/ Save Marshall-Wythe Trading Cards! Collect them. all!! 
This week: Champions of the Bluebook: EdItors Galore 
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Food For 
By Ian Siminoff 
_ \ . J' v been sa\i ng this one for a wh ile. 
r m sorry about that. hut th is g.;'111 ha kept 
m.;' san e throughQut three yeJrs of law 
school. Pal1 of its enchan tmen t is the fact 
that w ry few law students frequent it. 
That will change after this Jrticle. I pre-
sume. 
What can I sa) ') The Coffeehouse 
is a \I'onderful place. It' s J lace to get 
_ a\\·ay. to rei x oyer a cup of coffee, to 
forget :tbout tbe minutia of every day 
which we become too consumed with . 
to enjoy life fL r an hour or so . 
Forgiy ' me while I Jigress. but the 
best II'ay for me to explain the challn th], 
is the' C M'fe.;'hou,;e is to tel l ~ ou .1 story. 
Ann Arbor. \lichig:m . where I wa :111 
undergrJdu:lte . is J t:tnta,t ic. beJutifu l 
!'L1Cc'. I II J.S alwJ.·~ JllDZed by th·' '0-
phisticilted and dil crse t~-'o,L music . .: I-'th-
in,! . . mdi'eot'ic \iln.\rbor11.lJk'prc" ide. 
Oil.;' OJ' the most 111.11'1 el,'lIs Jttribute.; 0f 
th e tl,\\'n is the ~l'J'IOUS . boistcre)us celffe' 
11ll1lSc', [\n[ OIl.;' c:m find on neJrh eyery 
<trcd ,','r;1('r. Til.:: rC'mindeJ me of the' 
.1YCl1Ui:', In PJris where e'utd,'(\r rJtio, 
till(',1 II ith c,-,ff.:- '-drink"rs opell up into 
sprJII ling interioh \1 her.:- peopl.: CJn be 
t~,unJ iJlking l olitic~ . r~JJing n<?l\sp3.-
Pel'S. thumbing through nlJgJZin<?5. \\Tit-
ing f'l\et ry. ,11' si lllpl ~ ' r<'~t i ng: qui<?t .1nd 
pssiw. shelter J from the hus tk and 
bmtlC' ('If their II-orking liyes. 
So. when 1 came to V.: iJliamsburg, I 
kC'p t my eyes open, no t only for good 
food but also for a place 1 could go to 
relax and get awa.- . and enjoy a cup of 
coffee and a pastr:'. After trying sev-
eral places, including Prince George 
Espresso, which 111 0st people know is 
packed with loud to urists and 
undergrads, I stumbled upon the Cof-
feeho use in th e W i lli amsburg Cross-
ing shopping center next to the Video 
Upd ate (don ' t be confused by the 
Courtyard Cafe andWilliamsburg Cof-
fee & Tea which are also located in 
that shopping center and are not what 
1 am talking about) . 
TRADING CARDS: 
r-----------, 




I 1 Darren takes over the I 
1 dubious position of Editor 
~ -==--1 of the Law Review and 
promises to increase the 
number of pictures. Well, 
maybe not, but. he has 
promised to streamline 
the editorial process . 
Make sure that you look 
carefully at Darren's pic-
ture - ' irs the last time 
you will see him till g radu-
ation. 
_ ,,_~, ._----_____ -01 
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Thought: The 'Coffeehouse 
1 fy first impression of it was that it 
w as teril.;'. it was so cleJll and near. 
and perhaps not a place wher;:, I could 
sit down for a long p<?riod of time with 
a cup of coffee and a newspaper. 
since the re II'as n o t an incr<?dible 
amount of sec ting. It looked beautiful 
though. Th<? colors throughout were 
II'oods and pine gre<?ns . The tables 
werC' a light polished wood. along with 
the ountel'" and th backs 0 f the 
chairs. The hair cushions were pint' 
green , along with the numerous boards 
whi-h hung behind the count<?r and 
displayed the C ,1tTe<?house l11 <?n u. The 
ro aster in th<? frl' nt of the - tore I, as 
pin<:' green, with tbe \I ords "The Cof-
f<?eho us.e" inscribC'd in gold scril on 
its side .. 1J1d it \\ JS surr(\ unJe,1 by a 
poli~heJ. gol J en r:lili ng. ,'um unding 
~h,-, 1'O.15't<::r '.\·<?f(' s:li1J~' b.1g~ (If L'or'f<?e' 
k.1Ib. <:'aL'h ,1nc b"Jring the embrc\i-
der'J ilJme ,)f J. dirri:rel1t cpuntr: . I 
II :IS ;:nrapturcd. 
.\nd it smelk,j s\) go",!. a vond.::r-
ful bknd ,~f freshly r,~:l5t.?d L'offee Jna 
IWl11elllJde bre'Jds .ll1J pa;;;tries . 
There Ins J iJ1J il .1t the' rO.1,ter. in--
lcn:dy pr;;'oc:cupieJ II'ith th.;' t15K .1t 
hand. his h<:'ad d,)\\ n. L'arefull~ s 'wti-
ni zing the 111 0 1 emcn t elf the coffee· 
be.ln~ . Ilhich I\ere being ro tated and 
CllOled . When I w 3. lkC' d Uj: to the 
count<?r. a \varm. smiling fa <? g r<?e ted 
me. I relaxed immediately. It was Mrs. 
Ha ines. Sh and he r hus band. 1\1r. 
Haines the gentleman who was at th..e 
roaster, were the owners . 
The coffees of the day were neatly 
lis ted on a green board behind Mrs. 
Haines in order of strength, the top 
being the mildest, the bottom, the stron-
gest. '1 was told that the dark roast, The 
French Blend, was the lowest in acid-
ity that day, and the m ild Costa Rican 
the most acidic. I chose the dark roast 
and one of their delicious pastries, a 
chocolate croissant . 
Well , I fell in love with the Coffee-
house at that moment. What enamored 
me rhe mosr \l'as tbat the owners were 50 
passionate about the coffee they sold. s 
eager and happy to share their enthu -iasm 
I\' ith their patrons . \\·ell. several years 
\\'ent b. and I t'njoyed many wonderful 
days at the Coffeehou e drinking vanilla 
bttes. reading The Washington Post. and 
leafing throu~h the many magazines the 
CoffC'ehouse provides to it- patrons, in -
luding my favorites: Gour/llef. Bon .lp-
petit, and Th.? S ew rorker. 
Several months ago. a young guy b~' 
the !lam of Drew H3ynie began appear-
ing regu larly at the Coffeehouse. 1 a--
sumed he' was a new employee liired by 
Chuck &. , 1a ry. =- e\ e ra l \\'eC'ks bfer. hC' 
info rmed m e' thilt he w as the new OWI1<?r. 
\\ el l. I I\'as a little I\'orri 'd. I'm sure the 
rcguiJr cllstl)merS were as well. After 111. 
II' ithollt \1.11': S:.. Chuck H::ti n<?5. \1'lnt 
1,'0tlld hecome o f he C o ffe C'ho use': 
\\·ell. it g,lt bert':-L Dr'll ," his II ife 
Rob;'n Jre rhe ni.:-est l'eopl. DrelY. 
like \ If. Jnd \ Irs. i-IaJll<:'s . is passilln-
1t.' about cl)fice and fo(\d I II fact. ~ ou 
should C0111 -': jo in Dre\I·. Robyn . Su-
san . Sie '<? Ju le s. Emi l:. CJnddce. 
.!o~mll e . Jnd Nh'rs for J li ght lunch . 
La~t month. Drew startt'd up the Cof-
feehouse Bis tro. (LUll h is -(,[I'ed from 
I I :30 1.m. to 2:'() r .m . ~h'ndJy - atm-
J ay and Nooll-_' :OO p .m. on unda~·s. 
anJwich pri.:-<?s r.lng<? from '.+ .00 to 
$.+ .95. add _.'0 i f~ u I\'ant chips) . Drew 
offer J lI'ond<?rfuJ sell' cion of homC'-
made soups which change dni1.v. fresh 
sa\ <is, and heart)' sandwiche~ served on 
h mcmade french r multi-grain bread. 
The soups are made from -crat h ewr), 
day. and they include, to name a few , 
chicken with 01'::0 (small Italian pasta). 
lemon chicken rice, smokey potato leek, 
and cajun corn chowder. Each is served 
w ith a generous portion of oven-baked, 
homemade, crusty bread and served in an 
insulated clay bowl atop a wooden board. 
The sandw iches are made to order, are 
meticulously prepared and organized, and 
accompanied b several baby French pick-
les . Until recently, Drew has been mak-
ing JIi thc -anJII' iches himself to ensure 
f erfection. l·lt're are] fell' of m: fl\ l'l -
ite:-. r or \ cgeta ri.:ms 1nJ I !.lIian- t~,\',i 
l,wers. the C.1rdc'll S.lI~,hridl is fi.)f ~ oll. It 
is al\·es,1!~le. Drew slices a hl I11 mad.:-
t as il f.lCdciJ. smother- basil pesto nlJ: -
l1l1nalS.:' 0'1 to h sid s. anJ stuffs the' 
foc ac.:- i:) with plen t:-· l f fresh mozz.1rell.1. 
kJlam.ll:1 e1Ii \·es. marinated Cll um h?r:. 
roasteJ re J r eppers . red oni on, and 0 1'-
gani' greens. It is 1ll011th-\\·Jtering. You 
w ill 1\ 11H anoth I' one after you fini h 
<?Jting tl1e first. If ~ 'ou 're a meat-eater. ask 
tor tIle Filii Cilj ' (~ombo. Dren' -tart off 
\~' ith :J ger 'rous portion of homemade 
trench bre d,;;\i. e;; it and \i.g,ht\y ;;?reads 
fu\\ city sauce (a \wnderfu\ blend of mus-
tards. mayonnai-e. nd spices) on one 
end . then shave- lean smoked turkey and 
It?lian prosciutto. and piles it on one end 
ofthe sandwich. He adds fresh provolone 
cheese and organic greens before placing 
the other piece of bread on top, slicing it 
in ha lf and serving it to you in a small 
wicker basket. You cannot beat a sand-
wich like that. A sk about the other sand-
w iches, the Smokehouse Turkey, Duo 
Italiano, Smokehouse Ham, and Salami 
See COFFEEHOUSE on 13 
Hall of Power: Editors/Dictators of the Journals 
r-----------, 
1 Melinda Hough 1 
1 I 
1 I I' Probably the most exuber-
1 ant person in the low school, 
1 Melinda takes the reigns of 
1 the Bil of Right Journal. 
1 Don't be fooled by her smile 
1 and kind words, when she 
·1 takes over, she promises to 
1 carry a big whip. She will be 
: busy, however, as she will 
1 also co-chair the SBA Ad-
1 missions Committee. She 
1 believes recruitment for the 
1 Journal can never begin 
1 too early. 
._----------.1 
r-----------, 
1 Krista Newkirk I 
1 1 
I I Back for her ?econd ap-
pearance as a tradil)g card 
this year, Krista now takes on 
·the role of Editor of the 
Journal of Women and the 
Law. Krista has promised 
that she will spend more 
time working on the Journal 
and the SBA than she spends 
at Paul's. Either that, or she 
plans to move the SBA 
.1 meetings and forward the 
I Journal phones to the pay 
1 phone in the bar. 
._---------_ . 
r-----------, 
1 Chris Wiemken I 
I 1 
I Chris takes over as Tree I 
Hugger-in-Chief of the En-
vironmental Law and Policy 
Review. A Public Policy 
joint degree student, Chris 
has promised to decrease 
the number of pages within 
the Journalin order to help 
save trees before they are 
butchered. Chris defends 
his position by referring to 
the mission statement to 
help the cause of the 
environment, not worsen it. 
. _----------. 
Arts & Entertainment 
/lfJ(jjJf1D@ ?®!? t1!lJrB IPJgj~f1 
Dov Pontificates: U2 
By Dov Szego 
I was talking to a friend of 
mine and she said something 
about how her car has been get-
ting all beaten up in the parking 
lot outside her apartment com-
plex. I said something about 
how it was probably because of 
the undergrads being careless, to 
which she agreed. -We then 
gradually carne to the conclu-
sion that nice cars are an endan-
gered species, and that we should 
protect them by executing un-
dergraduate students. It has 
something to d() with the logic 
that was used to wipe out wolves 
in the Midwest . . . to save deer . 
. . or cows .. . Kill undergrads. 
That's what she said. 
Anyway, what else? See Jim 
Carey's new movie, Liar, Liar. 
It's hilarious. Along the same 
tines, the last of the original three 
Star Wars movies has been long 
released. They actually man-
aged to unequivocally improve 
it Ci.e., they didn' t ruin any char-
. acters this time). The ending is 
much better now . Go see that 
too. 
And now some music reviews 
(BTW Rob, are you asking if the 
bands exist, or if what they put 
out is really music?): 
U2Pop 
I refuse to insult your intelli-
gence by laying out a biography 
ofU2. 
When I went in to buy this 
album, I was talking to the guy 
working at the store, and he said 
that he stopped listening to U2 
after Joshua Tree and went on to 
rack on Zooropa (the last album) 
and the ZooTv tour (the last tour) 
in particular. He said that U2 just 
took the rock star thing a bit too 
far. I sort of squinted at him for 
a minute and told him I didn't 
agree. As far as I'm concerned, 
U2 did the only cool thing that 
they could have done. They knew 
they were huge, and that they 
weren ' t going to get any bigger, 
so they turned it into a joke. 
They took one of the largest pre-
set stage setups in history on the 
road wito. them, they tried to call 
the President (yes, Bill Clinton) 
during the shows, they scanned 
TV and radio channels on mas-
sive screens during their shows, 
and Bono seemed to develop 
Multiple Personality Disorder 
because of all the roles he pre-
tended to take on. They turned 
all the attention they were get-
ting into a criticism of the indus-
try itself, and that was cool. 
That said, I hate this album. 
It has a lot of that breathy Bono 
vocals thing (imagine that), al-
most all of the songs on the al-
bum are slow, and they work in 
dance music beats for some odd 
reason. The average law school 
student is likely to enjoy it, 
though. It doesn't require much 
in the way of thought, it's nottoo 
complicated, largely apolitical, 
and the lyrics are almost incom-
prehensible, much less offensive. 
I 've heard a lot of people who 
liked it a lot, but I think that 
every album before it (with the 
possible exception of Boy ) was 
better. 
There is one really good song: 
" Staring at the Sun," regrettably 
the second single off of the disk. 
It has a steel-string guitar rhythm, 
with a phased and distorted elec-
tric guitar bridge in the back-
ground of most of the song. The 
lyrics are pretty useless (but 
catchy); the real focus is the to-
getherness that the band has, and 
the depth of sounds they use for 
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Must 
each instrument. The Edge has 
gotten to be a really good guitar-
ist, and this is the only song on 
the album where you can tell 
because on most of the album the 
guitars are used like drums; as a 
couch for the vocals (which suck) 
and to hold the beat. This is sad. 
So is the rest of the disk. 
The Mighty, - Mighty 
Bosstones, Let 's Face It 
Fellow 1L Matt Witten says 
that Ska IS "amusing," and that 
this album sounded like "glori-
fied polka," reminding him of 
Weird AI Yankovich. I think not. 
Ska is a derivative of Calypso 
and Reggae (I've heard it called 
"dance hall reggae"), that uses 
an upward stroke of the top four 
notes of a major chord on a (usu-
ally) undistorted guitar in a syn-
copated beat (this is 
oversimplified: medium beat, 
long beat, short beat). The "at-
tack" (Picking angle) on the gui-
tar leads to a really up-beat sort 
of sound. Mixed with the virtu-
ally omnipresent saxophones and 
horns (trombones, trumpets , 
etc.), the effect is pretty cool. 
And now, following in the foot-
steps of such great bands as Citi-
zen Fish (ex-members of the 
subhumans), OPIvylRancid, and 
the Voodoo Glow-Skulls, a lot 
of bands have started throwing 
in a little punk, which makes for 
areally powerful, driving, poppy, 
.Listen 
sickeningly catchy sound. 
The Bosstones have been 
around for about eight years, and 
they have really changed very 
little. Their sound has matured a 
lot, and they seem to be a bit 
more comfortable with the mis-
fit hybrid of music they create, 
but they were always (for the 
mostpart)askaband. Let's Face 
It shows what I think is a serious 
problem the band has: they play 
some ska songs, some punk 
songs, but they never really get 
the two to actually merge. Even 
within one song, there will be a 
"ska part" and a "punk part." 
For example "The Impres-
sion That I Get" (the album's 
first single, and from what I'm 
told, a song they actually played 
at eMpTyVee' s Skin Break). It 
starts with the ska chords and the 
horns, and sounds like a regular 
ska song, a la the Skunks or 
Skavoovie. Then the guitars dis-
tort and change to power chords 
for the chorus, and then they go 
back to ska. This contrasts 
heavily with, say, "That Bug Bit 
Me," which sounds so punk it's 
almost '75 (should be, they have 
an ex-member of Gang Green in 
the band). On the other hand the 
fIrst three tracks ("Noise Bri-
gade", "The Rascal King", and 
"Royal Oil") are straight ska. Go 
figger. 
This album is pretty good, 
See MUSIC on 13 
Sling Blade Deserves all the Oscar Attention 
By Lee Ranieri 
Whiny Prologue 
Each Friday, somewhere be-
tween four and eight major films 
debut. Usually, about half of 
these releases are "comedies" or 
action thrillers produced by the 
major studios and aimed directly 
at the oh-so-lucrative market of 
13 to 16 year-old subliterates. 
The other half is usually an even 
mix of studio and independent 
fIlms that mayor may not have 
something interesting to say. 
Since the Williamsburg Theatre 
doesn ' t show new releases, 
you ' ll never see an independent 
in this area when it comes out; 
the 13- to 16-year-old sub-liter-
ates have some serious purchas-
ing power around here. 
All of this means that in any 
given week, there might not be 
any new releases within driving 
distance except a crop of stink-
ers. Now, I realize that it' s a 
movie reviewer' s place to actu-
ally watch a film before he or she 
decides it stinks, but then again, 
most movie reviewers don ' t have 
to pay for their own tickets . The 
bottom line is, if you really, re-
ally want to see "Baps" or "The 
Devil's Own" (the movie which 
started filming before the script 
was completed), pay your own 
six dollars. This week, I'm re-
viewing another indie which has 
recently been revived thanks to 
its Oscar buzz. 
Review: Sling Blade 
1996 was a very good year 
for cinema; there was a bumper 
crop of creati ve, intelligent, well-
crafted fIlms . Even with such 
stiff competition, I don't think 
it's an overstatement to say that 
Sling Blade is not just one of the 
_ best films of the year, but one of 
the best films of the decade. Even 
though it was technically released 
at the end of 1996, Sling Blade is 
just now in semi-wide release, 
and it would be a shame to miss 
it while it' s still out in theaters. 
As just about everyone knows 
by now, Sling Blade was written, 
directed, and independently pro-
duced by Billy Bob Thornton 
(who just won the Oscar for best 
adapted screenplay). Thornton 
also plays the lead role of Karl 
Childers, a semi-retarded man 
released from an asylum in the 
deep South several decades after 
killing his mother and her lover 
with a "sling blade" (a scythe). 
When the film opens, two 
local college women are trying 
to get an interview with Karl 
shortly before his release from 
the asylum, to fInd out whether 
he really is fit to re-enter society. 
From this opening scene, it ' s 
clear that Sling Blade is going to 
have substance; even with these 
relatively minor characters, 
Thornton scrupulously avoids 
cliches and gives everyone depth 
and believability. In a lesser 
film, the asylum' s warden would 
be smug and condescending to-
See SUNG BLADE on 13 
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Moaday, March 31 
Visiting Fellow: Mitchell Polinsky, Josephine Scott Crocker Professor of Law and 
Economics at Stanford University, delivers a public talk, "Punitive Damages: An 
Economic Analysis." 3:00 p.m. in the Moot Courtroom. 
Tuesday, April 1 
Celebrate Diversity, Create Unity: The cultural organizations of William & Mary's 
Mosaic Festival kicks off with a speech by James Dunn. 7:00 p.m. at Tidewater A & 
B in the University Center. Following Dunn t s remarks, Eat, Drink, Man, Woman will 
be shown at 8:00 p.m. in the University Center' s Commonwealth Auditorium. 
Wednesday, April 2 
William & Mary Concert Series: Piffaro, the Renaissance Band at 8:00 p.m. in Phi 
Beta Kappa Hall. Tickets are $20. Call 221-3276 
Thursday, April 3 
Public Interest Fellows: Mary K. Pendergast, Deputy Commissionerofthe U.S. Food 
and Drug Administration and David C. Valdeck, Public Citizen Litigation group will 
speak on "The Challenges of Lawyering in the Public Interest: A Litigator' s Perspec-
tive and a Regulator ' s Perspective." 3:00 p.m. in Room 119. 
Bar Review: Recipes, located at the Comfort Inn next to Berkeley Commons. Food 
& Drink Specials and Must See T.V. 7:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. 
Track & Field: Men ' s and Women' s Colonial Relays - through AprilS. 
Friday, April 4 
Military Law Society: usa Gala. An evening of dinner, dancing and entertainment. 
Ft. Eustis Officer' s Club. 6:30 p.m. Tickets on sale in the law school lobby, $25. See 
Clubhouse, page 9, for more information. 
William & Mary Early Music Ensemble: A concert of medieval, Renaissance and 
baroque music presented on period instruments at 8:00 p.m . in the Wren chapel. Free. 
Limited seating. 
Saturday, April 5 
Clean Up Your Act: Join the nature freaks and other concerned law students picking up 
other peoples' trash. Sponsored by the Environmen!<ll Law Society. 
Women ' s Lacrosse: vs. North Carolina, 1:00 p.m. 
Sunday, April 6 
Small Hall Observatory: The Society of Physics students has scheduled astronomy 
viewing in the observatory. Additionally, the special viewings of the Hale-Bopp 
comet are scheduled every evening from 8:00 p.m . to 10:00 p.m . through April 12. 
Contact the 221-1399 for availibility. 
William & Mary Jazz Ensemble: Guest artists The Motion Poets. 8:00 p.m. in the 
Commonwealth auditorium at the University Center. $2 at the door. 
Sunday, April 8 
Women's Lacrosse: vs. Duke, 1 :00 p.m. 
Thursday, April 10 
Muscarelle Museum: A program at the museum will feature Bernice Steinbaum, 
curator, introducing the exhibit, "Memories of Childhood ... so we ' re not the Clea ers 
or the Brady Bunch." The exhibit is on display through May 25. 
Tribe Baseball: vs . Virginia Wesleyan 3:00 p.m. 
Friday, April 11 
Bar Review: Admitted Students Weekend. Greenleafe Cafe. Specials TBA. 
Saturday, April 12 
Tribe Baseball: vs. UNCW I :00 p.m. 
Men's Tennis: vs. JMU, 2:00 p.m. 
Sunday, April I3 
Tribe Baseball: vs. UNCW I :00 p.m. 
Please submit your entries for the Amicus Events Calendar to Deanna Griffith (lL) or the Amicus hanging file. 
Entries may include activities sponsored by law school organizations, main cam-pus or communit)' events. 
TI-IOUSANDS O·F LAW SCI-IDOL 
GRADS ACROSS THE COUNTRY 
TOOK·WEST DAR REVIEW LASrr 
FOil INFOIlMATION UN WEST llAn "EVIEW IN 
VIlUiINIA ANI) UTIlEIl STATES Olt FOil Ul~TAII .S 
ON urCnMING A uri'. CAti. ,.UIO)61J1-1Ul. 
"West Bas Review is a areal wwse." 
Graduale, URiv. OfTcxas School of law 
". will be leconunending Wesl 10 cvery lrd ),Cll srudent I 
knowl" . 
Graduale, Duquesne Law Scbool 
SUMMER. (Iere's what IIlony 
,. ... _--.... bad tosay ... 
"WeSlWeck was cxtellentl" 
OradUatc, Harvard law School 
West ~ar Review was "beller" than lhe other bar review 
course . 
.. -----.. Graduale, Texas Wesleyan Scbool of llw 
Overall, I couldn', be more pleased. Pass or fail, my 
reconuncndallon will nol chaoJe. listen ins ~o pcop~c talk at 
lhe bas cxam, lhe Wesl name was spoke~ onen and with praise, 
always." 
Graduale, Sa. Mll)"s School of law 
"Prof. Moye is lifted. He'SlIlented and' cnvy his sludentS"." 
Oraduate. SL John'i U. School of l.w 
Ray Ouz:man'llcclurcl were "Orcill Fwd HelpfuU" 
"lhe course was Ireal • will usc 1,lin for Idditiona' 
.jurisdicliun -- lalu '011. II 
, Oradualc. Huvlld law &hool . 
The wrillm maac ...... were "cxcclh:nI;casy &0 follow." 
Oraduate. Joha Marsball Law School 
"TIle poor folb who chose the other course were behind when 
alley SIII1cd aA4 Diver cauaht up.". 
0rMuaIc. Sa. Louis Univ. 
-oe.1\~ ScaIl (or UV A ."should be in sbow 
biz. He was YCIJ ....... CDlcrIaiaiq at abc same lime." 
GIiduIIa. SIIIfcA Law ScbooI 
OJldualc, OeOJicto~n llw Cenler 
John More "is lhe BOO of cOlllracis. II 
Ur.duale, Uidiusonl.aw Sellool 
·1 he \\Tillen materills Ire "very well or,anized 
and lo 'he paint." . 
(jraduale, Ne\~ En,laud School of llw . 
"lhe sonwlUc wu I' cat" 
l).ildua&e,liuiv. ur Alabama Selaoot or law 
'West 
" Bar ReviewM 
..... ~ .•. 
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Coffeehouse Brews Good Times' Mighty, Mighty Bosstones Rule 
COFFEEHOUSE from 1 Their cakes, muffins, and pastries MUSIC from 11 musical horizons, try ska-punk; it's where 
Lovers. and it's growing on me. It might even music is going. Rancid's "Timebomb," a 
Th C
,-,: are excellent: there is carrot cake, make the car rotation. . . t tr k b N D b d h b' 
e oueehouse is open until 6:00 chocolate-cherry muffins, white-truffle recen ac ' y . 0 ou t, an ot er 19 
p.m. Mon .-Thurs., until :00 p.m. Friday b Dickey Barret has a really cool voice. tracks by bands that seem to be "flashes in .... 
. rasp erry cheesecake, cherry and apple He sounds somewhat like Fats Domino, I 
and aturday, and till 4:3 0 p.m . on Sun- chaussons, palmiers, apple crisp-s, crois- the pan" show that people like the sound, 
day. They have an offee drink you an sants, and many more incredible, deca- gue s. Like he' s been smoking and drink- and the signing of bands that use the 
imagin , its quality is ' the best in town dent desserts . ing hard liquor since he was 11. sound (notably Less Than Jake) shows 
(and the price of coffee is reduced when Enjoy the Coffeehouse. It is one of , _ I_f_y_o_u_' r_e_in_te_r_e_st_e_d_in_b_r_o_ad_e_n_in_g::...y_o_u_r __ th_a_t_th_e_ in_d_u_str.....:.y_c_an.:..:.....:.te.:...:I..:...I. _____ ~ 
_YO_U_ b_U_, _I_un_C_h_). _________ W_i_ll_ia_m_sb_u_r"'_a'_s_tr_ea_s_ur_e_s.____ Lea d e r s hip . 
S lin g B I a d e A Win n e r ~~~~~~~~it:e; ~rofessorDavis 
Sutntnit 
SLING BlADE from 11 
wards the sheltered college journalists, 
who themselves would be whiny or pushy, 
and unprepared for the shock oftalking to 
a retarded murderer. Instead, the warden 
is patient and polite, and accommodates 
the college kids ' wishes to the extent that 
they don't conflict with Karl's . The stu-
dents themselves are neither obnoxious 
nor caricatures qf naivete - in short, the 
characters behave more like actual people 
than movie characters. 
After Karl is released from the asylum 
(euphem istically referred to as a "nervous 
hospital" by the locals), he is obviously 
unprepared to rejoin society, even if he 
has been 'cured" of his dangerous ten-
dencies. The warden sets Karl up'with a 
mechanical job, fixing lawn mowers and 
such, and he is soon taken under the wing 
of a local single mother ("Linda") whose 
son treats Karl as some sort of father 
figure . Everyone is quite happy with this 
arrangement except Dc;>yle, the alcoholic, 
abusive, racist, sexist, and generally de-
plorable boyfriend (played by Dwight 
Yoakam, of all people) . Doyle abuses 
everyone in his path, including Linda, her 
son Frank, her homosexual friend and 
boss Vaughan (JohnRitter),andKarl. Of 
course, Doyle has to'ld Linda he will kill 
her if she ever leaves him, and this tension 
drives the rest of the story to its inevitable 
conclusion. 
What makes Sling Blade extraordi-
nary isn't just the story, so much as the 
characters and their relationships. 
Thornton manages to take mundane 
people, places and situations, and expose 
both the complexity and depth of the 
beauty, evil, love, hate, comedy, and trag-
edy in these lives. And somehow, he can 
. do this without resorting to cheap plot 
devices. Instead, Thornton just trains the 
camera on these people, and lets us see 
what amazing things we would've other-
wise ignored. 
Rating: ©©©© (out offour) 
FILM DEVELOPING 
Second set of prints 
FREE 
• EVERY WEDNESDAY 
Ask for "Local Lab" .and get 
Second Set Free along with 
Low Prices - when brought 
in on Wednesday. 
24 Exposures 
3112 x 5 Kodacolor 
4.95 
WITH STIJDENT I.D. 
Massey·s 
CaITIera Shop 
447 PRINCE GEORGE STREET 
WILLIAMSBURG, VA. • PHONE 229-3181 
for Torts; and Professor McGuinness, a 
former high ranking member of the Jus-
tice Department and a leading expert in 
separation of powers, who will serve as 
the Lee Professor in the Institute of Bill 
of Rights Law. 
Among the current faculty, several 
changes lie'on the horizon as Professors 
Molitemo, Hardy, Douglas, and Bhala 
move into the realm of administration. 
Molitemo will replace Dean Barnard as 
Vice-Dean on July 1. Dean 
Krattenmaker has extended an eighteen 
month appointment to Hardy in which 
he will serve as Associate Dean for Com-
puting - a new position in which Hardy 
will oversee the funding and allocation 
of resources in'technology and comput-
ing. Douglas, who returns in the fall 
from sabbatical, will assume the role of 
Director of the Institute of Bill of Rights 
Law. Finally, in an announcement which 
represents more of the status quo than a 
change in position, Bhala will become 
the Director of the American Legal Stud-
ies Program. Although Bhala has been 
performing the duties of Director for 
several months now, he will have as-
sumed full responsibility over the LL.M. 
program by the beginning of school in 
the fall. 
Departures from the faculty also play 
a role in the changes we can expect next 
semester. Professor Neal Devins will 
visit Cardozo School of Law during the 
fall semester. Before any rumors of an 
academic swap could surface, Dean 
Krattenmaker clarified that M-W was 
not swapping Devins., for Professor 
McGuinness as, "Law school deans do 
not have the same powers as Major 
League managers." Devins will return 
in the Spring of 1998. 
The departure which will most im-
pact the school, however, will be that of 
Professor Paul Lebel (see related story, ..r 
p. l), who leaves Williamsburg to as-
sume the position of Dean of Florida 
State University Law School sometime 
See FUTURE on 15 
The 'Green Leafe Cafe 
\ 
2D T~p8. 
100 Bottles . 
The Best Beer in town. 
Great Sele~tion of Fine Wines .& Scotches. 
Uveryone Knows nat. 
But did you know thai the Green Leafe 
dishes up some of the Best Food. in town? 
Sumptuous. Local Seafood, Poultry & Produce. 
Vegefarlan Entrees. 
Great Soups, SaladS & Sandwiches. 
Come in for Lunch or Dinner and. receive 15% 
off of your food hill. 
The Green Leafe Cafe 
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All Around 
By Kristan Burcb 
MEN'S BASKETBALL 
W &M entered the first round 
of the Colonial Athletic Asso-
ciation Tournament on March I 
with a NO.5 seed in the tourna-
ment and an 11-15 record over-
all for the season. First round 
action saw the Tribe defeat No.4 
eed Virginia Commonwealth , 
77-63 , in the Richmond Coli-
sewn. This was the first time in 
nine years that W&M has won a 
contest in the CAA Tournament 
and was only the second time 
ever that W&M has won a CAA 
Tournament match-up. 
points respectively. 
Other first round winners of 
the CAA Tournament were 
ODU, UNC Wilmington and 
JMU. With its quarterfinal vic-
tory, W&M advanced ' to the 
semi-finals on March 2 in which 
it played ODU. W&M beat the 
Monarchs twice during the regu-
lar season but was unable to'come 
away with a third win against 
ODU this season. With less than 
three minutes left in the contest 
against the Monarchs, guard 
Shaka Arnold made a layup and 
cut the Monarch's lead to just 
three points. On the next series, 
ODU player Odell Hodges made 
a three point play for the Mon-
archs off a basket and a free 
throw to set ODU ahead 58-52. 
W&M was never able to get any 
closer than five points for the 
rest of the game. Bracy had 22 
points and four rebounds against 
the Monarchs . 
JMU beat UNC Wilmington 
in the semi-finals, 60-57, and 
advanced to play ODU in the 
championship game. On March 
3, the Monarchs defeated the 
Dukes, 62-58, to clinch its sec-
ond CAA tournament title in 
three ears. The championship 
game was tied at 23-23 at half-
time, and JMU led 48-44 with 
I :45 left in regulation, but ended 
up losing in overtime. ODU 
managed to find victory despite 
the fact that it made only two 
baskets in the last 13 :56 ofregu-
lation. Where the Monarchs 
points came from was the charity 
stripe as they hit 15 of their 19 
free throws in the second half 
and overtime period. 
ODU was the only CAA team 
to receive an NCAA Tournament 
bid. This was the second trip that 
ODU has made to the tourney in 
three years. The Monarchs went 
into the NCAA Tournament with 
a 22-10 record overall and re-
ceived the No. I4seed in the East 
Regional. Two years ago. DDU 
also was given the No. 14 seed in 
the East, and the Monarchs 
slipped past o. 3 Villanova in 
the first round. 
The Tribe led the Rams by 
four points at halftime and, just 
two minutes after intern1ission, 
W &M went ahead on the 
scoreboard for good . W &M shot 
45.3 percent from the floor while 
VCU was 39.6 percent effective. 
~ ' 'lrd Randy Bracy led the 
Tribe in scoring with 24 points, 
hitting 7 of his I I shots. Guard 
Terence Jennings added 16 
points, converting four of his five 
shots from the floor and eight of 
his ten shots from the free throw 
line . Forwards Bobby 
Fitzgibbons and David 
Grabuloff added 13 and 14 
Coughlan Up Predictions 
TWO MINUTE 
By Ken Coughlan 
For once, March Madness has actu-
ally lived up to its name. Time to fess 
up, how many of you picked Kansas to . 
go all the way in your pool? Anyone 
not raising their hand is either a fool or 
a liar. All but one person in my pool 
picked them, and that one person has 
never watched a college basketball 
game in her life. That's why itwas such 
a shock when Arizona upset the 
Jayhawks in the Sweet 16. 
That wasn ' t the only surprise, 
though. In the East Region , 15 seed 
_ ~-~)pin State handily beat 2 seed South 
Carolina and came within one point of 
upsetting Texas in the second round. In 
the Southeast, 14 seed Tennessee-Chat-
tanooga advanced to the Sweet 16 by 
beating both Georgia and Illinois. 
Those games were just the tip of the 
iceberg. Ifanybody picked this tourna-
ment well, I salute you. . 
Probably the biggest college bas-
ketball news came in the second round 
when North Carolina beat Colorado. 
That victory gave Dean Smith the record 
for the most career victories for a coach 
at 877. He's gone on to win two more 
since then and will look to build some 
more on his record against Arizona. 
So now we're down to the Final 
Four. By the time you're reading this, 
both semi-finals'will have been played 
and the teams in the championship game 
will have been determined. In this type 
of situation, it's really' dangerous to 
make predictions. 
If I ' m wrong, people will know it 
right away because the games are al-
ready over. But I was never one to play 
it safe, so here goes . Any team that can 
whip Utah while only suiting up eight 
players is pretty awesome. That's ex-
actly what Kentucky did to get to th~ 
Final Four. Minnesota ' s game against 
UCLA was a very balanced attack, but 
they were lackluster against Clemson. 
Kentucky is hot, Minnesota is not, there-
fore watch the Wildcats advance. Ari-
zona plays with a lot of heart, but North 
. Carolina is finally clicking on all cylin-
ders and when they ' re on their game, 
none of the other Final Four teams can 
beat them . The Tar Heels will. beat 
Kentucky Monday night and take it alL . 
SPORTS 
Of course, if this- happens I'll lose my 
pool , but I'll have to deal with it. 
Contrary to popular belief, there is 
more going on in the world of sports 
than just the NCAA tournament. For 
instance, the San Francisco 4gers have 
been making the news lately. Elvis has 
left the building (I know it's corny, but 
it had to be said). Elvis Grbac didn ' t 
want to wait for Young to retire to get 
the starting job, so he ' s off to Kansas 
City to play for the Chiefs. There have 
been some unsubstantiated rumors that 
Heath Shuler may be looking to play 
for San Fran, but last I heard he ' s still 
pretty dead-set on getting a starting 
job. Also, the 4gers have hired Tom 
Rathman, their former running back 
out of Nebraska, as their new running 
backs coach. 
Speaking of Nebraska the ' Huskers 
will be playing in the Pigskin Classic 
next year to kick off th:e college foot-
ball season. The game will be played in 
Lincoln, but as of now, the Pigskin 
people haven ' t been able to fmd an 
opponent willing to playa road game 
against Big Red. Gee,- I wonder why 
not. 
This year, the Monarchs were 
not as successful in the first round 
as they lost to NO.3 seed New 
Mexico, 59-55, at the Pittsburgh 
Civic Arena on March 14. ODU 
was behind by two points at in-
termission, and the squad trailed 
the Lobos for the entire second 
half, yet never by more than six 
points. Even in the fading sec-
omh o~ \he ~ame, the Mon.archs 
still had a chance to win, but they 
were unable to come away with 
See W&M SPORTS on 15 
UPDATE 
Also on the college football scene, 
teams on Tennessee ' s schedule next 
season got a bit of bad news when 
Peyton Manning announced that he will 
be staying on for his last year of eligi-
bility. Manning will actually graduate 
in May, but he ' ll be taking graduate 
courses in order to stay on the team. 
As a final point, a record was broken 
at the World Figure Skating Champi-
onships last weekend. Tara Lipinski , a 
14-year-old, became the youngest 
woman ever to win the title . As a bit of 
irony, if it weren't for a grandfather 
clause, she wouldn ' t have even been 
allowed to perform. The world cham-
pionships now require that all competi-
tors be at least 15 years old. Therefore, 
it doesn't look like her record is ever 
going to be broken. 
For those of you unfamiliar with 
figu.!e skating, Lipinski is an Ameri -
can, as is Michelle Kwan, Who finished 
second. This was the first time the U.S. 
finished 1-_ since Kristi Yamaguchi 
and Nancy Kerrigan did it in 1992. Go 
U.S.A. ! 
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, Law School Sports Briefs, 
William & Mary to Attend UV A Tourney Crew ' William &. Mary' s crews captured victories in 
each of the eight divisions reported. The closest race 
of the day \vas between the W&M men' s freshmen 
lightweight eight and Old Dominion University's 
varsity heavyweight eight. ODU led slightly most of 
the way, but with twenty strokes to go, the feisty 
W &M freshman lightweights stormed through to win 
by a third of a length. 
Law school softball teams from all over the 
country will converge in Charlottesville, irginia, for 
the 14th Annual UV A Law In itational Softball Tour-
nament to be held on April -th and 6$. 
William & Mary Men ' s and Women's Crew 
swept all events against Old Dominion, Richmond, 
and . Towson State on March 22 . Among other 
triumphs, these results included victories by the 
W &M freshmen men 0 er their opponents' varsity 
crew teams. 
After being conspicuously absent from the tourna-
ment for the past number of years, William & Mary 
School of Law has entered a co-rec softball team to 
compete in the tournament. This year's team is com-
posed largely of the team which made an undefeated run 
and captured the law school softball tournament cham-
pionship. 
Team mem bers appreciate the support that the team 
has recei ed from the administration and the student 
bod . They encourage any and all W&M supporters to 
roadtrip to Charlottesville and cheer them on. 
After a week of flat water, a fierce wind made 
conditions on the James River racecourse 
unrowable for Saturday's race . Consequently, the 
rowing took place on a shortened, rough I, 1000 
meter course on College Creek. Weather being 
what it is , however, the wind swung around as 
racing progressed, causing a strong cross-wind 
and choppy water on the Creek while the James 
Ri er returned to its calm of the previous week. 
W &M' s men's freshman heavyweight eight made 
short work of the University of Richmond's Varsity 
team, winning by several lengths in a quick time. The 
Tribe' s men 's varsity four and all women ' s crews 
won comfortably. . 
The M-W connection to the College's Crew team 
is Charles Ehrlich (lL) who serves as head coach of 
the Men's team . . 
W&M Men's Basketball Make Playoffs But Not the Dance 
W&M SPORTS from 14 
the victory. Mark Poag led ODU 
in scoring with I - points . 
Since the regular season 
ended, there have been several 
openings in CAA coaching posi-
tions due to firings and a resigna-
tion . On March 3, George Mason 
Coa h Paul Westhead was fired 
from a position \ hich he has 
held fo r four year . He had one 
ear left on his contract when he 
was relieved from his work after 
the 1996-97 season . 
As head coach, Westhead has 
finished 38-70 overall, and the 
Patriots were 1 G- \7 this season, 
losing nine of the last ten games 
the played. While Westhead 
has been head coach, GMU never 
has finished higher than sixth in 
the CAA. 
One day after James Madi-
son lost in the fmals of the CAA 
Tournament to Old Dominion, 
lMU Head Coach Lefty Driesell 
said that he plarmed to coach for 
only one more year. Less than 
24 hours later, he was fired from 
his position as head coach of the 
Dukes. Driesell has been the 
head coach at lMU since 1988, 
and in those nine years, he has 
amassed a winning record ofI 59-
I 11 . This season, the Dukes 
finished 16-13 and received a 
0.6 seed to the CAA Tourna-
ment. 
Richmond Head Coach Bill 
Dooley also was fITed recently 
from his position. He has been a 
part of Spider basketball for the 
last 13 years, where he played 
basketball from 1981-83 and was 
an assi.stant coach from \985-
93. In the four years that Dooley 
has been head coach for Rich-
mond, he has had a losing record 
of43 -69 and 21-39 in the CAA. 
Chris Knoche resigned from 
his position as head coach of 
American after holding that po-
sition for seven seasons. Knoche 
was a transfer student to Ameri-
can in 1979, and he played three 
years for the Patriots. He then 
served as assistant coach for eight 
years and has been head coach of 
American since March of 1990. 
Knoche ' s win/ loss record is 77-
I 18and47-51 in conference play. 
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL 
The Tribe finished the regu-
lar season with a 6-19 record 
overall and only three victories 
in the CAA. W&M was the . o. 
9 seed in the tournament, but the 
squad pulled an upset in the fITst 
round of the CAA Tournament 
in Richmond when it beat UNC 
Wilmington, 78-63 , on Feb. 26. 
Guard Julie Sommer led the 
Tribe in scoring with 24 points, 
hitting 11 of the 16 shots that she 
took from the floor. With the 
win over the Seabawks, W&M 
advanced to play ODU in the 
semi-finals ofthe CAA Tourna-
ment. The Monarchs crushed 
the Tribe for the third time this 
season and eventually captured 
the CAA Tournament title. ODU 
was the only CAA team to get a 
bid to the NCAA Tournament. 
As of March 4, ODU was 
ranked No. 2 in the nation in 
Associated Press Poll, and the 
Monarchs won both the regular 
season and tournament title for 
the CAA. As a result of its 29-1 
record for the season, ODU was 
given the No. I seed in the Mid-
east Region for the NCAA Tour-
nament. 
The Monarchs hosted the first 
two rounds in Norfolk. Last year, 
ODU lostto Virginia in the Sweet 
Sixteen of the NCAA Tourna-
ment. This season, the Mon-
archs faced No. l6 seed Liberty 
in the first round and defeated 
the Flames, to stretch its winning 
streakt029games.ODUjumped 
ahead early in the contest, scor-
ing 26 of the fITst 28 points be-
fore the Flames were able to get 
a basket. The Monarchs led 57-
21 at intermission and extencled 
its lead in the second half, fmish-
ing the game with a 102-52 
slaughter. 
In the second round of the 
tourney, the Monarchs played 
Purdue on March 16. This match-
up proved to be a closer contest, 
with ODU eventually coming 
away with a 69-65 win. The 
Monarchs trailed by one point at 
halftime but were able to regain 
the lead in the second half. With 
this win, ODU advanced to the 
Sweet Sixteen in West Lafayette, 
Indiana, where it faced Louisi-
ana State on March 22. The 
Monarchs led LSU 30-20 athalf-
time and finished the game with 
a 62-49 victory. This win set 
ODU' s record for the season at 
32-1 . 
Beating LSU placed the Mon-
archs in the Midwest Regional 
finals where it defeated Florida 
on March 24 . ODU was ahead 
by five points in the first half, 
and the game remained close for 
the entire second half. This win 
in Mackey Arena placed ODU in 
the Final Four in Cincinnati, 
Ohio. 
Plans for: La\\' School Expansion Detailed at Meeting 
FUTURE from 13 
during the summer. 
Structural changes also loom on the 
law school ' s horizon. Krattenmaker 
walked those in attendance at the Student 
Leadership Conference through the law 
school as it will appear both next semester 
and several semesters down the line. 
About one year from now, if all of the 
fundraising goals have been met, beyond 
the wall which currently sits behind the 
front of the classrooms in Rooms 119 and 
120 a hvo story, 20,000 square foot addi-
tion will begin to take shape as the North 
Wing of the law school. The first floor of 
the addition will provide a Legal Skills 
center, three to four seminar rooms which 
may be converted into small courtrooms 
if necessary, and a classroom approxi-
mately the size of Room 124. As the 
proposal stands, the new second floor 
would contain several smaller rooms 
which may serve as interview rooms in 
the fall and Legal Skills rooms during the 
less intense job search periods. 
Also plarmed is the relocation of the 
Office of Career Planning and Placement 
which will move to an area on the first 
floor in which it will be more accessible 
for students leaving classes. Student or-
ganizations also will benefIt from the ex-
pansion as area will be set aside on the 
second floor to serve as a journal and 
moot court center while other organiza-
tions will reap the benefits of increased 
space and available offices. 
Although more than half of the $3 -
$3.5 million necessary to complete the 
expansion has been raised, Kratterunaker 
lists this as his fundraising priority and he 
hopes to complete those arrangements over 
the summerso that the architects may begin 
developing fmal plans, and the ground 
breaking may take place next summer. 
Krattenmaker next addressed the 
lighting around the law·school, particu-
larly the area between the courtyard 
and the Gradplex which has been the 
source of much concern this year. The 
decision as to what steps, exactly, will 
be taken to remedy the lighting prob-
lem lies in the hands of the College 
administration . The law school has 
proposed the installation of four light 
poles behind the library and cottage 
while Vice President for Student Af-
fai rs Sam Sadler has already commit-
ted the funds to move a pole currently 
by the Gradplex closer to the back path. 
Althougl) the final · decision as to the 
additional lighting sources rests with 
Vice President for Financial Planning, 
Sam Jones , the Dean is confident that 
some sort of mutually beneficial ar-
rangement will be made by the Fall. 
After the recent renovation of the 
Naugahyde chairs, plans are in the works 
to reupholster the chairs in the lounge, 
hopefully before graduation weekend this 
pring. After two years of liillguishing in 
a pile of paperwork, the furniture in the 
four classrooms may also be in line to be 
replaced sometime in the next five months. 
Whereas the classrooms undergo regular 
maintenance . over the summer, 
Krattenmaker hopes that the furniture 
actually will be replaced this year as the 
chairs present such a safety hazard that 
the College's best interest is advanced by 
remedying this problem. 
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Sat. April 5 
Civil Procedure 
Prof. Freer 
Sun. April 6 
Federal Income Tax 
Prof. Block 
Sun., April 13 
Criminal Law 
Prof. Whitebread 
Free to All Students! 
9:00 am • 6:00 pm 
Room: 120 
12:00 pm - 3:00 pm 
Room: 120 
12:00 pm • 3:00 pm 
Room: 120 
Stop by the BARIBRI table to find out more about the 
nation's #1 bar review! 
800/ 876 3086 
